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Abstract
Laser copper plasma sources are a compact, economical means of producing high
intensity x-rays at the correct wavelengths for x-ray lithography. Copper debris in the
form of vapor, ions, dust, and high-speed particles is an unwanted byproduct of the laser
copper plasma technique. Improved methods for debris mitigation are essential for
production x-ray lithography using laser copper plasma sources.
The objective of this project was to develop and implement a tool for the study of
the size, amount, and velocity spectrum of high speed particulate debris. The
measurements used a source-laser-pulse-synchronized high speed spinning disc. An
optical scanning boom microscope analyzed debris collected on a target. Debris target
imagery was analyzed using an image processing and pattern recognition program. This
provided an unbiased assessment of debris accumulation. The position of debris particles
was used to determine their velocity using kinematic triangulation.
Velocities of copper debris particles were found to be in the hundreds of meters
per second, roughly one order of magnitude slower than previously believed. The
accuracy of these results was compromised by multi-pulse aliasing. The new
understanding of debris velocities suggests reconsideration of a host of countermeasures
previously thought to be too slow to effectively stop high speed debris particles. This
study also suggests that x-rays emitted at high laser pulse rates could be blocked by the
low speed debris generated during the previous laser pulse. The target location and laser
spot size and focal point are critical elements in the plasma generation process and were
found to have a low tolerance for variation. This finding identified the mechanics of
plasma generation and parameter control as areas requiring further refinement and study.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
1.1 Introduction
This thesis presents the methodology and results from a series of experiments
measuring the particulate debris of a laser plasma x-ray source. New hardware was
developed to produce data useful for the improvement of debris-defeating technologies
and the optimization of laser plasma x-ray sources.

1.2 Proximity Lithography
More than forty years ago Intel co-founder Gordon Moore predicted that the
number of transistors on a chip would double every two years [Moore, 1965]. This
prediction, now popularly known as Moore’s law, requires the semiconductor industry to
continually produce smaller features for use in integrated circuits. Current semiconductor
manufacturing technology has reached its limits, requiring the industry to pursue
alternative methods to keep pace with Moore’s law [Gaeta et al., 2003].
The process to create these features is known as lithography. Semiconductor
microelectronics production uses a mask to filter light onto a coated substrate. Features
are created using sequential light exposures on alternating structural and sacrificial
coatings. Current techniques use UV light and focusing optics to achieve smaller
features. Focusing optics are subject to the Rayleigh resolution limit, defined using the
wavelength of light, index of refraction of the environment, and numerical aperture of the
focusing optic. This relation shows that high resolution and large field size require large,
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high quality optics. This presents an optics manufacturing challenge and would be
difficult to incorporate in the space-limited environment of production precision
lithography [Rai-Choudhury, 1997]. Technological developments have produced an
alternative method using light with wavelengths small enough so that focusing optics are
not necessary [Smith and Schattenburg, 1993]. This technique, known as proximity
lithography, uses x-rays and is capable of producing sub-50 nm features, Figure 1.1.

Proximity Lithography

Courtesy of JMAR Inc.

Figure 1.1 Proximity Lithography

Proximity x-ray lithography (PXL) requires soft x-rays, those having wavelengths
near 1.1 nm. X-rays with shorter wavelengths, hard x-rays, require more material to stop
them, making high resolution masks impractical or impossible to manufacture. This is
because PXL membrane masks control the exposure of the coated wafer using cuts in the
mask with the same scale as the desired features, or less than 50 nm. Soft x-rays can be
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absorbed in thin materials, such as gold, with minimal scattering, making them ideal for
proximity lithography [Smith and Schattenburg, 1993].
There are three physical phenomena that result in x-ray emission. The
acceleration of electrons can emit radiation with energy equal to the change in kinetic
energy of the electron. This can be seen when electrons are decelerated by interactions
with atoms of a solid target and produce radiation known as bremsstrahlung, German for
“braking radiation”. One device that produces x-rays from accelerating electrons is the
synchrotron. These are typically massive structures designed to accelerate electrons
along a circular track, with radii as large as several kilometers, where the centripetal
acceleration undergone by the high speed electron produces radiation [Giancoli, 2000].
A second mechanism for x-ray production is black body radiation. An object at high
temperatures will emit an amount of radiation proportional to the fourth power of the
temperature as described by Planck’s law, Figure 1.2, and has a peak frequency described
by Wien’s law [Giancoli, 2000]. The third physical method differs from the first two in
that it does not produce a smooth spectrum of radiation, but instead has well defined
peaks based on the material interacting with the accelerated electrons. Electrons
bombarding a target material can knock inner shell electrons from their atom. As higher
level electrons drop in to the lower shells they emit photons with a certain energy based
on the electron level energy change [Giancoli, 2000]. When high energy electrons
impact a solid target the net radiation produced is typically a combination of
bremsstrahlung, black body radiation, and quantum jumping [Turcu and Dance, 1999].
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Unfortunately, the levels of soft x-rays required for production are difficult to
generate. The two methods currently available are a synchrotron radiation source or a
point source. The synchrotron can produce multiple beamlines of soft x-ray flux levels
sufficient for production. Synchrotrons accelerate electrons around a ring of magnets
with high voltage sources at the junctures [Giancoli, 2000]. The physical size and capital
and operating costs are prohibitive for widespread synchrotron use. Point sources are
more compact and provide a lower cost alternative. Point source disadvantages include
difficulty in focusing spherical emission of radiation and limited flux levels, so that one
source is required for each beamline [Turcu and Dance, 1999]. The small size and
significantly lower cost make point sources the only viable option for any use other than
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Figure 1.2 Spectral Blackbody Emission for Soft X-ray Peak
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1.3 Laser Solid X-ray Generation

The laser plasma point source is comprised of a laser and target. The laser is
focused on the target with power density levels to heat the copper to millions of degrees
Kelvin. At this temperature the material becomes ionized plasma, emitting radiation with
increased intensity at certain wavelengths based on the target material [Gaeta et al.,
2003]. A copper target is used to produce soft x-rays having wavelengths 1.1 to 1.2 nm,
Figure 1.3. Similarly, tin or xenon targets are used to produce extreme ultraviolet light
with wavelengths of 13 nm, and a steel target produces light with wavelengths of 1.4 nm
[Turcu and Dance, 1999]. The emitted radiation from these sources has applications
aside from lithography, one of which being x-ray microscopy

Figure 1.3 X-ray Emission Spectrum from Copper Target [Reiger, 2006]
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1.4 Copper Debris

Laser-copper interaction produces debris in addition to useful radiation. The
laser-produced plasma is generated on the surface of the target, ablating only a thin layer
of material. The rapid generation and expansion of the dense plasma produces very high
pressures and subsequent shockwaves [Turcu and Dance, 1999]. Debris is propelled in
the direction of the plasma generation by the rapidly expanding plasma and the reflection
of shockwaves.
Debris is a general term referring to the unwanted byproduct from the plasma
generation process. The various forms of copper debris include vapor, ions, and
particles, Figure 1.4. No form of debris contributes to generation of desired radiation and
all are damaging to hardware. It is believed that copper particle debris can be further
subdivided into low speed and high speed forms. Low speed particles are essentially a
fine copper dust. High speed particles tend to be larger and may be solid or molten when
ejected from the plasma generation site.
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Figure 1.4 SEM Image of Copper Particle on Laser Window

Copper vapors, ions, and particles coat optical surfaces, decreasing transmissivity.
High speed particles can impact optical surfaces both decreasing transmission and
causing physical damage to delicate optical coatings. The debris is doubly damaging to
laser optics, where the copper coating absorbs laser energy, decreasing laser power
available for plasma generation, and rapidly accelerating thermal damage to laser optics.
Impacted particles can actually get blown off an optic with successive laser pulses,
destroying the optical coating in the vicinity.
The platform used for this research project has one non-laser optic. A very thin,
highly transmissive window is the only solid object between the x-ray source and mask,
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Figure 1.5. The transmissivity of this window is essential for lithography. High
x-ray flux levels reduce the required lithographic exposure times and increase
manufacturing productivity and economic viability. Moderate decreases in x-ray flux
levels will necessitate a production shutdown for cleaning or replacement of optical
components.

Figure 1.5 Debris Damaged Silicon Nitride X-ray Window

It is critical that copper debris is contained or eliminated for the future viability of
Laser Copper Plasma PXL. Shutdowns are costly in materials and lost production time.
High-end laser optics and vacuum windows are expensive items and will require frequent
replacement. The vacuum environment of a PXL system complicates any maintenance.
The processes of breaking vacuum prior to maintenance and pulling down to vacuum to
8

resume production are time consuming procedures. Pressure changes must be done
slowly and precisely because the vacuum window along the x-ray beamline is less than
ten microns thick and cannot handle rapid changes in pressure,
Figure 1.5. Another special concern with this system is the vacuum environment. The
required soft x-rays for production need an oxygen-free environment to minimize losses.
Anytime maintenance is performed there is the potential to contaminate the environment
in the target chamber. Minimizing required maintenance reduces this risk. Effective and
reliable debris mitigation can minimize maintenance costs and is a requirement before
point-source PXL is viable for large scale or extended use.

1.5 Copper Debris Mitigation Strategies

There are several approaches to debris mitigation. The first method is to
minimize the generation of debris during plasma generation. Previous testing has shown
that x-ray generation and debris generation are not directly related. There have been test
runs with significant debris generation but no x-ray production. It is possible that the
right combination of laser power and focal point, target material and thickness, and
chamber environment could significantly reduce the generation of debris while still
producing x-rays.
Avoidance is a second strategy for mitigating debris. There are believed to be
asymmetries in the spatial distribution of the debris plume which could potentially be
exploited by placing optical components and instrumentation away from areas of high
debris accumulation. It also may be possible to use process parameters to control the
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distribution of debris. It is known that a laser with sufficient power density will penetrate
a thin target, presumably ejecting the majority of debris through the rear of the target.
Protecting critical elements by preventing direct debris impacts by deflecting
debris is another option. Studies have shown that helium jets can be effective in localized
debris control. A transverse gas flow, typically helium, in close proximity to critical
elements is used to prevent debris from accumulating in that area. Electrostatic means
are also used to deflect debris because it is assumed that at least a portion of the debris
particles are ionized. A device known as an electrostatic debris precipitator (EDP)
creates an electric field by an applied voltage across separated conductors, typically metal
rods or plates. The charged particles experience a Coulomb force in the electric field of
the EDP. This force can deflect the charged particles or collect them onto the biased
surfaces of the EDP.
A fourth strategy to control debris is simply to block it. A solid object in the
debris path will effectively stop it. Various windows, films, and shutters are possible
candidates. It was found on prototype systems that optical windows effectively block
debris but quickly become covered with copper, requiring replacement. This prompted
an investigation into cleaning techniques, automated replacement, and lower cost,
consumable alternatives. One option found was composite thin-films. A mechanically
strong, x-ray transparent, and UV resistant film could be an effective debris stopper.
Another viable candidate for debris blocking is a high-speed shutter. The shutter would
operate on the speed differential between x-rays and debris and must be capable of
opening and closing extremely quickly, possibly on the order of µs. A high speed shutter
10

also must be precisely synchronized with the laser. Prototypes of self cleaning,
consumable optics and high-speed mechanical shutters are currently in place and under
evaluation.

1.6 Purpose of Study

Current debris knowledge comes from testing on prototype laser-produced plasma
(LPP) x-ray and eUV sources. Data consists of imagery of captured debris particles and
qualitative assessments of the effectiveness of debris countermeasures. Studies
conducted by Yamaura et al. and Fujioka et al. have determined the effect of target
dimensions on debris generation and Takenoshita et al. looked at the relationship between
laser power and debris generation [Yamaura et al., 2005], [Fujioka et al., 2005],
[Takenoshita et al., 2005]. These studies were all conducted on a tin target eUV source,
whose basic operating principals are the same as the copper target soft x-ray source used
for this study.
Very little is known about the kinematics of debris particles. Debris
countermeasures are designed and built with estimated debris velocities and little
knowledge of the timeline of debris generation. The primary aim for this project is to
produce a debris measurement device (DMD) to study debris generation for a LPP
source. The goal is to develop a tool capable of determining the size and velocity
spectrum of particulate debris, timeline of events for laser-solid interaction, and factors
affecting debris generation. A second goal for this study is to implement the DMD. This
will function as a proof of concept, but will also develop some understanding of the
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kinematics of particulate debris and the effect that select process parameters have on
debris generation. Process variables include target tape thickness, chamber pressure,
laser power, spot size, and focal point. Data on debris kinematics will also help in the
optimization of current mitigation strategies and development of new debris solutions. A
debris measurement tool is a necessary step in the eventual move of PXL from a research
technology to a production solution.
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Chapter 2: Debris Measurement
2.1 Testing Facility

JMAR Inc. is a research and development firm working on a complete and
potentially commercially viable PXL system. The system consists of a bank of high
powered Nd-YAG lasers, copper plasma x-ray source, and mask-stepper assembly. The
lasers are JMAR’s own BriteLightTM diode pumped solid state laser, Figure 2.1. A single
Master Oscillator triggers the four Nd YAG lasers to deliver 1000 mJ pulses of 1064 nm
infrared light at a repetition rate of 300 Hz [Hanakawa and Chan, 2006]. Each bank of
two lasers is combined to form two beams exiting the laser module, which are then
directed to the target chamber. The beams are steered into the target chamber through
focusing optics, and a vacuum window, Figure 2.2. The dual beams are focused on a
single spot on the copper target tape, Figure 2.3. This target tape is continuously in
motion so that a clean target is available for each laser pulse.
The target chamber is a custom-designed aluminum vacuum chamber. The
standard operating condition is a low vacuum, 40 to 50 Torr, environment designed to
maximize soft x-ray transmission. The x-rays leave the target chamber via a silicon
nitride or beryllium window,
Figure 1.5. These windows are highly transmissive to soft x-rays and capable of holding
a vacuum despite being less than ten microns thick. The mask stepper assembly uses soft
x-rays for semiconductor manufacturing.
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Beamline
exit

Preamplifier

Laser Amplifiers

Master Oscillator

Figure 2.1 BriteLight Laser System

Mirrors to direct
laser beamlines
into target
chamber

Beamlines
from laser
source

Figure 2.2 Laser and Target Chamber Layout
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Beamlines enter
through optics
contained in
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Laser beamlines
focusing on target

Debris
countermeasures

Copper Target

Figure 2.3 Inside the Target Chamber

The JMAR x-ray source has several layers of debris defense, the necessity for
which can be seen in the copper debris buildup on chamber surfaces, Figure 2.3. The
most basic debris guard is the cone used to minimize the surface area of the vacuum
window exposed to debris. The cone also houses a more sophisticated debris
countermeasure designed to capitalize on lessons learned from previous generation x-ray
sources. It was discovered that the portions of optics transmitting intense laser light tend
to remain clean longer than areas transmitting less or no laser light. This can be seen in
the two clean areas surrounded by a copper glaze on optics used in a previous generation
target chamber, Figure 2.4. This led to the belief that the intense laser pulses actually
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have some ability to clear surfaces of debris. A downside to this approach was that it also
removes the delicate optical coatings that improve transmission efficiency.

Figure 2.4 Damaged Laser Window, diameter = 38.1 mm

The self cleaning principle inspired the design of a moving window to distribute
the cleaning effects of transmitting intense laser light over more of the surface. This also
spreads out the damaging thermal effects associated with transmitting intense laser light.
The motion of the window is limited to rotation due to space constraints and uses a motor
and belt drive to turn the bearing-mounted window, Figure 2.5. The rotating window is
effective at extending run times by improving the lifespan of the consumable windows
used to protect the laser focusing optic.
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Drive motor
Bearing
Cone, also
visible in
Figure 2.3

Consumable optical window
Figure 2.5 Rotating Window

Helium jets are another debris mitigation technique currently in use, one in front
of the cone incorporated into the rotating window and a second in front of a high speed
debris shutter, Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.6. The jets are the outlets for the target chamber
recirculating helium system. Concentrated flow deflects debris in localized areas. The
controlled flowrates are 117 and 70 liters per minute for the cone and shutter jets,
respectively.
A debris control device unique to JMAR’s current generation x-ray source is a
high-speed shutter, Figure 2.6. This shutter consists of a disc spun so that its axis of
rotation is perpendicular to the x-ray path from the target to the source. The main
purpose of this shutter is to protect the vacuum window along the x-ray beamline. The
basic premise the operation of the shutter is that x-rays and copper debris travel at
different speeds. Each laser pulse produces a plasma just above the surface of the copper
target. This plasma emits both x-rays and debris. The x-rays, traveling at the speed of
light, are transmitted virtually instantaneously. The copper debris travels much slower.
17

Velocity estimates range from a few hundred to a few thousand meters per second. The
shutter is designed to be synchronized with the plasma generation so that the aperture is
open as the plasma is generated. This allows for x-ray transmission through the open
aperture, which closes before copper debris can arrive. The shutter is precisely
synchronized by using an encoder on the drive motor to trigger the laser at 300 Hz. The
disc actually rotates twice per laser pulse, and spins at 36,000 RPM. The aperture is a
transverse channel machined through the disc, Figure 2.6. The aperture is opened and
closed by the rotation of the shutter disc. When the channel is in line the copper target
and the mask, the aperture is open. In any other shutter orientation, the aperture is closed.
This is possible because the debris is emitted from a point source and cannot travel down
the beamline if the direct line of sight is blocked.

Aperture for
x-ray
transmission

Shutter, top
cover removed
at left

Flexible
driveshaft
coupling

Drive motor
housing

Figure 2.6 SolidWorksTM Model and Prototype High-Speed Shutter
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Helium jet

Design configurations combining mitigation technologies such as the helium jet
and high speed shutter in Figure 2.6 are an improvement over previous debris control
efforts but are insufficient for extended production runs. A quick comparison of the
visible appearance of the high speed shutter between Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.3 illustrates
the severity of the debris problem. Data on debris kinematics will allow for optimization
of shutter performance, evaluation of helium jet effectiveness, and the design of other
measures for debris control.

2.2 DMD Principles of Operation

The concept for a DMD was developed by researchers at the JMAR California
office in 2005. A prototype designed for testing a previous laser-plasma source was
partially constructed but never fully operational. The goal was to study the velocity and
distribution of debris produced during plasma generation. The basic concept for the
DMD was a spinning disc orientated so the axis of rotation is in line with a point just
below the copper target, Figure 2.7. The disc rotation must be synchronized with plasma
generation so that the DMD triggers the laser at a known disc orientation. After repeated
plasma generation, an examination of the disc will show where copper debris has
collected. Knowing the orientation of the disc when the laser is triggered, the location of
collected debris, and the angular velocity of the disc, it is possible to determine time
required for debris to travel from the copper target to the DMD disc.
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Figure 2.7 DMD Operating Principles

Debris velocities can be determined by the following kinematic relation that ignores the
action of external forces on the particles, such as gravity and drag.

vdebris =

d

(θ / ω ) − tlp

Where d is the distance from the surface of the spinning disc to the copper target. θ is the
amount of disc rotation separating the laser trigger mark and the collection of debris. ω is
the constant angular velocity of the disc. tlp is the time lag between laser triggering and
discharge, 257 µs, Figure 2.21.
A second area of study for the DMD is the timeline of plasma and debris
generation. A laser pulse of 0.8 ns ablates the copper target to form plasma. The DMD
can yield insight into the events following the laser pulse, Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Timeline of Laser Plasma Interaction

This can be accomplished using photochromatic laser diagnostic film. These
specialty films expose with intense light. The only light the DMD disc will be exposed to
in the vacuum chamber is that produced by the plasma. The exposure of the film can be
examined to determine the duration of the plasma pulse and when it occurs in relation to
the discharging of the laser.
A main concern with the DMD is location. The distribution of x-ray emission can
be approximated as hemispherical across the front of the copper target surface. The
majority of x-ray emission is normal to the front of the target which is the location of the
x-ray beamline. The spatial distribution of debris is unknown, but the most critical
elements to protect are along the x-ray beamline, making it a key area for debris
mitigation. Additionally, the only viable access point to the target chamber is between
the source and the mask stepper assembly along the x-ray beamline, making it an obvious
choice to mount the DMD.
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2.3 First Generation DMD

The first generation DMD design consisted of a cylindrical vacuum chamber
containing a disc mounted to a bearing supported shaft. Two cylindrical halves bolt
together to make up the vacuum chamber, Figure 2.9. There is a single off-center hole to
mate with the target chamber. The only other purpose to this half of the vacuum chamber
is to act as a spacer. The spacer adds length between the copper target and debris
collection disc. It was believed that debris traveled at speeds up to several km/s. The
intention of the spacer was to increase debris flight time, giving the disc more time to
rotate before debris collects, yielding more distinct and easily measured results. Between
the two chamber halves is a thin solid plate with a small adjustable opening. This
aperture is used to control the exposure of debris. The second part of the chamber houses
the spinning disc, instrumentation and hardware. On the back surface there are
feedthroughs for electronics and a rotary motion feedthrough to connect the externally
mounted motor to the internal disc assembly, Figure 2.10. Also on this face is mounting
hardware for an electric motor to drive the debris measurement disc.
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Figure 2.9 DMD Vacuum Chamber

The spinning disc has hardware to mount a wafer on the surface facing the
plasma, Figure 2.10. This wafer serves as a replaceable debris collection surface. The
outer perimeter of the disc contains two holes for sensors. A photodetector, consisting of
an infrared-sensitive PIN diode, mounts behind the disc and faces towards the target
chamber. It is exposed to light when one of the two holes in the debris collection disc is
aligned properly. The second sensor is also mounted on the opposite side of the target
chamber around the outer edge of the debris measurement disc. This photointerrupter
consists of a LED and light sensitive diode opposing each other. The signal produced by
this device corresponds to the gap between these two being opened or closed. In this case
the gap between these two is filled by the outer perimeter of the debris measurement disc.
When a hole drilled into this disc permits the LED to illuminate the opposite diode, the
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photointerrupter produces a signal. This sensor was designed to trigger the laser so that
laser pulses are synchronized with disc rotation.

Vacuum chamber plate,
instrumentation
(feedthroughs not shown)

Drive motor

Photo detector
Magnetic rotary feedthrough

Silicon wafer

Bearing assembly

Rotating disc

Photointerrupter (surface with hole for laser
triggering are not shown)

Drawing courtesy of JMAR Inc.
Figure 2.10 DMD Assembly

The DMD was intended for use with a laser that operated at 10 Hz. The disc was
designed to spin at 100 Hz (6000 RPM) and trigger the laser on every 10th revolution.
This was done for the same reason as the vacuum chamber spacer. The increased disc
speed would increase the rotation of the disc between the laser triggering and debris
accumulation, possibly yielding better results. Data were never collected using this
prototype.
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2.4 Towards a Second Generation DMD

The first step taken to measure debris at the JMAR Vermont facility was
obtaining the original DMD prototype from JMAR California. The prototype arrived
partially assembled with the two schematics with excerpts shown in Figure 2.9 and
Figure 2.10. Assembly and testing were performed at a University of Vermont
Mechanical Engineering lab, Figure 2.11.
DMD prototype with spacer vacuum
chamber and Si wafer removed

Lamp providing
infrared light for
photodetector

Oscilloscopes to monitor sensor
output

Figure 2.11 DMD Testing

Two major obstacles quickly became apparent. The first was the large size. The
entire assembly is over 2 feet long with flanges nearly 11 inches in diameter. The current
generation target chamber and stepper assembly at JMAR Vermont is designed to
minimize x-ray transmission losses. This was done in part by eliminating some of the
focusing optics that were especially prone to debris damage. Unfortunately removal of
the focusing optics decreased x-ray flux levels for the beamline. This is a direct
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consequence of the plasma’s spherical emission of radiation and the difficulties in
focusing the emitted photons down a single path. To compensate for the lack of
focusing, the mask and stepper were placed as close to the target chamber as possible. In
the operational configuration there is virtually no space between the two modules.
Fortunately, the stepper assembly is mounted on rails using air bearings with ~ 0.5m of
travel. This was done for service and maintenance on the stepper but has also proven
indispensable for servicing and testing performed on the target chamber.
The second issue with the DMD was the low operating speed. The motor
included with the original hardware is a mechanically commutated DC motor with a
nominal operating speed of 6,000 RPM (100 Hz), the designed operating speed for the
DMD. DC motors produce virtually zero torque at their maximum speed. The maximum
speed that the DMD obtained during testing was 300 RPM (5 Hz).
The evaluation of the DMD highlighted some key design topics namely vacuum
chamber design, electronics for laser triggering, and methods for powering the disc. The
DMD used an adjustable debris aperture to control the area of the disc exposed to debris,
increasing the degree of accuracy for time and velocity calculations. A second critical
feature of the vacuum chamber was the placement of the flange to attach to the target
chamber. The flange holes were placed off center so that debris would collect on the
outer radius of the disc. This small detail is critical for the accuracy of results. The
DMD also demonstrated a method and instrumentation for triggering the laser. The
photointerrupter worked correctly and produced a useable signal. Another issue
highlighted by the DMD was the difficulty in powering a high-speed mechanical system
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in a vacuum environment. It is common practice to place mechanical components
outside of a vacuum system. A mechanical system will always produce some metal
debris and typically requires some form of lubricant or grease. Either of these can
contaminate a vacuum environment with particulate debris or offgassing. To counter
this, the DMD used an external motor and a magnetic feedthrough, Figure 2.10. This
device works by having two cylindrical magnetic collars on the drive shafts. These
concentric collars are designed so that one can rotate within a thin stainless steel shell and
one rotates outside of this shell with no contact. This shell preserves the vacuum
environment while drive shaft torque is transmitted into the chamber via aligned magnets.
An electric motor drove the outer larger collar while the inner collar was attached to the
disc bearing assembly.
An inexpensive but much more powerful motor was purchased to study the causes
of the DMD low operating speed. Several key issues were identified with this study. The
most obvious was the magnetic feedthrough. The magnets used were significantly
oversized for the torque demands of the DMD. These large and bulky magnets were
mounted on comparatively thin 5mm diameter solid shafts. Even at moderate speeds
there was visible deflection due to imbalance in the magnetic collars. At higher speeds
they would deflect enough to contact with the steel shell between them. A second source
of loss inherent to any sort of magnetic coupling is the development of eddy currents
within the conductive shell separating the two magnetic collars. This effect increases
with the angular velocity of the magnetic collars.
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The inability of the DMD to operate at high speeds and its large size made it
incompatible with the testing facility at JMAR Vermont. These obstacles required a
complete redesign to create a DMD capable of operating at much higher speeds. To aid
in the redesign, JMAR California researchers lent a previous generation high speed
shutter prototype (HSS). The concept is very similar to the DMD in that it is a high
speed spinning disc designed to operate in a vacuum environment. This prototype proved
invaluable for the development of a second generation DMD.

2.5 Design of the SPARKEL Vacuum Chamber

Researchers at JMAR had scheduled major work on the mask and stepper
assembly during the mid to late part of the summer of 2007. This provided a window of
opportunity for testing on the x-ray source and a timeline for the design and construction
of a second generation DMD, the synchronized-particle-kinematic-evaluator
(SPARKEL). The first task was to determine exactly what the available space claim was
for the SPARKEL at the JMAR Vermont facility. It was unclear how much, if at all, the
stepper could be moved to accommodate the SPARKEL because of the work being
performed on it. To minimize potential interference between debris testing and stepper
servicing every effort was taken to design a vacuum chamber that could attach to the xray source without having to move the stepper assembly. One alternative to moving the
entire stepper is partial disassembly. Some components used solely for the stepper-x-ray
source interface could be removed regardless of the work being performed on the stepper.
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Solid modeling played a critical role in the SPARKEL vacuum chamber design.
A SolidWorks assembly file for the x-ray source and stepper assembly was used to check
for interference and to determine the inner dimensions of the partially disassembled
stepper, Figure 2.15. Ultimately, an off-the-shelf vacuum chamber was ruled out due to
the small size of the space claim and the need to shape the vacuum chamber to fit in and
around existing hardware.
The basic design for the SPARKEL custom vacuum chamber is similar to that of
the DMD. Several design iterations and consultations with the designer of the JMAR
target chamber led to a compact vacuum chamber design, Figure 2.12. The design
consists of a short cylinder closed on one side. The closed side has a hole bored off
center to allow the correct flange to mate with the target chamber to be welded in place.
The open side has a large outer flange with threaded holes and a machined ring for the
seating of a sealing o-ring. A solid plate attaches to this closed side. A hole bored in the
center of this plate allows for a cylindrical extension to house the motor used to drive the
high speed disc. There are additional holes in the main cylindrical body to weld flanges
for instrumentation feedthroughs.
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Figure 2.12 SPARKEL Custom Vacuum Chamber

Two important design considerations for the custom vacuum chamber were motor
location and construction material. Unlike the DMD, the SPARKEL features an
internally mounted motor. This was done simply because a feedthrough for a motor
required more length than was available. This design was inspired by the HSS, which
used a motor mounted inside the target chamber. The second major design consideration
was material choice. Aluminum was chosen for cost and manufacturability reasons. 304
or 316 stainless steel is the standard material for vacuum chamber construction.
Unfortunately, the high material cost, the increased machining time, and high demand
placed on tooling would make machining the parts in Figure 2.12 a high cost operation.
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Aluminum is also used for vacuum systems but to a much lesser extent. The savings in
cost and manufacturing time combined with the limited scope of this project made
aluminum a viable choice. After several revisions the design was taken to a faculty
member with experience in the design and construction of vacuum systems for review.
The main concern was the lack of manufacturability. Vacuum chamber construction is a
specialized field, it was believed that there would be difficulty in finding a vacuum
specialist to do the welding required for the SPARKEL custom vacuum chamber. This
difficulty stems from the material choice. A stainless steel vacuum chamber can be
welded by nearly any welding shop whereas aluminum vacuum chamber construction is
more difficult and requires specialists. The two options were, pay the greater cost to get a
stainless steel vacuum chamber manufactured, or go ahead with the aluminum vacuum
chamber design and ship the product to a vacuum specialist to perform the welding
operations.
As these options were being weighed it was reported that there were delays in the
stepper servicing at JMAR. This meant that the entire stepper assembly could be moved
for debris testing on x-ray source. This increased the space claim greatly and eliminated
any need for stepper disassembly. These changes permitted a third option for vacuum
chamber construction, one originally suggested by the consulting faculty expert on
vacuum chamber construction. A suitable vacuum chamber could be produced by
piecing together a series of stock vacuum chamber components. This method would
produce a reliable vacuum chamber for the lowest price and in the least amount of time.
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Another benefit is that stock vacuum components are almost exclusively stainless steel,
allowing for modifications requiring welding to be done locally.
The SPARKEL vacuum chamber redesign started with an extensive look at the
offerings of vacuum component suppliers. Several design issues had to be reconsidered
based on the additional space available for the SPARKEL, namely motor placement. The
heavy and inefficient magnetic rotary feedthrough found on the DMD could be replaced
by a newer ferrofluidic vacuum feedthrough. Ferrofluidic feedthroughs have a much
lower profile and transmit rotary motion much more efficiently. The feedthroughs are
also capable of operating speeds up to 15,000 RPM, which was believed to be sufficient
for the debris target disc. Ultimately the motor was placed in the vacuum chamber
according to the original SPARKEL design. A rotary feedthrough would significantly
add to the cost of the vacuum chamber and the overall length. Despite the stepper
movability, minimizing the SPARKEL size was still paramount. The loss in torque
transfer efficiency due to a feedthrough was a concern as well. The previous generation
debris shutter loaned to UVM for aid in the SPARKEL design was not in use because of
issues attaining the desired operating speed. There was concern that even the minor
losses from a ferrofluidic feedthrough may decrease the operating speed. At the time,
JMAR researchers had recently installed and tested a second generation debris shutter in
the x-ray source vacuum chamber. That device successfully used an interior mounted
motor, proving the feasibility of the concept and supporting the decision to use an
internally mounted motor for the SPARKEL.
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The final vacuum chamber design was very similar to that of the DMD except less
than half of the length. The goal was to use as many stock parts as possible and to
minimize the modification required on those parts. The solid model of the final design
appears in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.15. All of the selected components are of the ISO
standardization for vacuum components. ISO QF refers to the Quick Flange, which are
connections designed for low vacuum systems where speed and ease of changeability are
large concerns. ISO LF refers to the Large Flange series which are for larger diameter
connections, are stronger than the QF series but require more hardware to secure. ISO
flanges are denoted by the size of their inner diameter in millimeters.

DB-25 Instrumentation
feedthrough

ISO QF-40
Flange

ISO LF-160 Flanges

ISO LF-63 Flange

Figure 2.13 SPARKEL Stock Vacuum Chamber
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The ISO QF-40 flange appearing in the left of Figure 2.13 was selected to mate
with the similar connection found on the exit of the x-ray source vacuum chamber. The
blank ISO LF-160 faceplate (gray) required two modifications for this application. The
first was a hole bored through having the same inner diameter as the ISO QF-40 flange,
this is the path debris will take to enter the chamber. Secondly, several threaded holes
were drilled and tapped to attach an adjustable aperture to control the debris exposure of
the disc, Figure 2.14. The blank faceplate is attached to an ISO LF-160 full nipple (blue),
Figure 2.13. The connecting hardware consists of a centering ring (red) which contains
an o-ring for sealing purposes and several claw clamps. The ISO LF-160 full nipple was
selected because it was the largest available diameter that did not interfere with optical
components on the exterior of the x-ray source vacuum chamber, Figure 2.15. The ISO
LF-160 to LF-63 reducer (green) was selected because it provided a flat interior surface
to attach mounting hardware for the debris disc assembly, allowed sufficient room to
house the motor and wiring, and was the correct size and type of flange for the desired
instrumentation feedthrough. Four holes were drilled and tapped on the interior face of
the reducer flange to use for mounting the debris disc assembly. The vacuum
feedthrough (orange) features two male DB-25 connectors so that wiring for
instrumentation and motors can be connected to external hardware while preserving the
vacuum environment.
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Figure 2.14 Stock Vacuum Chamber Front Plate Assembly

Figure 2.15 Solid Model Fit Test for the SPARKEL Vacuum Chamber
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All components for the vacuum chamber were ordered from national suppliers.
Required modifications to the parts including machining and welding were done at the
prototype laboratory in the School of Engineering at the University of Vermont.
The final step in the vacuum chamber construction was leak testing. The control
system for JMAR’s x-ray source vacuum chamber has an automated leak test protocol.
With the stepper moved to permit access, the SPARKEL was mounted to the target
chamber and a leak test was performed, Figure 2.16. The entire chamber was pumped
down to a pressure of 0.05 Torr and then pressures were recorded once per minute for ten
minutes. The maximum acceptable leak rate is 0.010 Torr/minute, the combined x-ray
source chamber and SPARKEL chamber had a leak rate of 0.007 Torr/minute. This
result was normal for the system without the SPARKEL attached, leading to the
conclusion that all components interfaced as designed and, most importantly, the weld
holding the ISO QF-40 flange was vacuum tight.
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Figure 2.16 Leak Testing the SPARKEL

2.6 Design of the SPARKEL Debris Disc Assembly

The internal components of the SPARKEL were developed in parallel with the
vacuum chamber housing. The design is essentially a high speed shutter modified for
debris analysis. The current laser at the JMAR facility operates at a much higher pulse
rate than previous lasers used for x-ray generation. This required a DMD specifically
designed for high speed operation. Several key features that make the HSS superior to
the DMD in that regard are reduced rotor mass, increased shaft stiffness, and fewer
individual components. The HSS on loan from the JMAR California branch is nearly
identical to the current high speed shutter, Figure 2.6, except that the HSS shutter is
roughly twice the diameter.
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The SPARKEL disc and drivetrain, Figure 2.17, were closely modeled after those
of the HSS because they had already been tested in vacuum environment and the stock of
spare parts at JMAR was made available for use. These parts included the Maxon EC-22
motor and amplifier, used to drive the HSS, high speed bearings packed with specialty
grease for operation in vacuum conditions, and a variety of small parts including washers,
springs, and fasteners. Because the motor drive shaft and bearing dimensions were
already set, many of the dimensions in the SPARKEL were identical to those of the HSS.
The largest single difference between the HSS and SPARKEL design was a revised
bearing capture method. The bearing races were designed so that a single bore would
house both of them, allowing for high precision bearing alignment, critical to any high
speed rotating system. The bearings and disc are captured using clips, spacers and
springs, in a manner which allows for easy assembly and minimal constraint of the
components.
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Figure 2.17 SPARKEL Internal Components

One of the main concepts that carried over from the HSS was the use of a large
aluminum housing. This housing acts as a heat sink for the motor, allowing heat
dissipation in a vacuum chamber where convective heat transfer is not present. Another
borrowed concept, this one from the DMD, is the use of a photointerrupter to trigger the
laser. This simple set up ensures laser and disc synchronization because the laser is
triggered at some known physical orientation of the disc. A second attractive feature of
the photointerrupter is that multiple holes in the disc, allow for one rotation to trigger the
laser multiple times, lowering the operating speed of the disc. The laser pulse rate is
fixed, so the rotation rate required for the disc is equal to the pulse rate divided by the
number of pulses generated per revolution.
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The DMD used a silicon wafer for the debris target, which are brittle and
expensive. These characteristics make attaching them to a spinning disc difficult, and
repeated testing costly. These shortcomings prompted a pilot study of alternate debris
target materials. At the time of SPARKEL development, copper particle velocities were
believed to be as high as several kilometers per second. These high velocities led to the
assumption that particles would lodge into most materials upon impact. This theory was
validated by the analysis of contaminated optics removed from the target chamber.
Copper particles could be found lodged in the surface of fused silica laser windows as
well as the beryllium window located between the copper target and wafer stepper. The
pilot study looked at possible materials based on their adaptability to the SPARKEL
concept, including resistance to the intense light exposure and vacuum conditions within
the target chamber, ease of shaping and mounting the material, debris capturing ability,
compatibility with light microscopy, and cost. These criteria led to the selection of
several polymer films to evaluate debris capturing ability. Samples of LexanTM from
General Electric and MelinexTM MylarTM, and TedlarTM from Dupont Teijin Films were
obtained for testing. Films were individually mounted within the target chamber during
plasma, and subsequently, debris generation. A silicon wafer was also tested, for use as a
control. The samples were removed and imaged using light microscopy. Samples were
evaluated qualitatively for debris capturing ability. Based on a quick analysis it was
determined that the copper debris will be captured by nearly any material, there was no
noticeable difference in debris accumulation on any of the samples. Consequently, a
sample holder was designed so that any of the polymer films could be used for data
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collection. The holder consisted of a flat debris collection surface with a retaining ring
that was secured using six screws mounted around the outer diameter of the ring, Figure
2.17.
Construction drawings were made using the SolidWorks models and submitted to
a precision machine shop for a cost estimate and lead time. The $1475 cost estimate was
reasonable but with a five week estimated lead time due to unforeseen complications at
the machine shop. The five week lead time could have compromised target chamber
availability for testing at the JMAR facility, so other options were explored. Over the
course of the SPARKEL development, changes at JMAR made it so that HSS on loan for
this project would no longer be needed. This high-speed spinning disc was already
balanced, the correct size and could be easily modified to fit inside the vacuum chamber
that had already been completed. Most importantly the required modifications could be
done in the prototype lab at UVM, meaning a significantly reduced lead time compared
to five weeks.

2.7 HSS Modifications

The HSS required minimal modifications for use as a debris measurement device.
The aluminum housing had to be machined to fit within the SPARKEL stock vacuum
chamber, and brackets fabricated to mount the HSS onto existing holes tapped on the
inner surface of the reducer flange, Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18 Modified High Speed Shutter

The modifications to mount the HSS within the vacuum chamber were relatively
minor because the disc, motor, and bearing assembly were left completely unchanged,
which also preserved the balance of the system. One remaining challenge was mounting
the debris collection material to the spinning surface. Two main concerns were that the
precision required for the retaining ring to mount samples to the disc would be difficult to
attain at the UVM prototype laboratory and any addition to the disc could unbalance it,
jeopardizing its existing performance. Several of the polymer films tested for debris
collection could be cut easily and with sufficient precision so that they could be mounted
to the debris collection surface using small slots cut to clear the perimeter screws, Figure
2.19. These slots were sized so that they were large enough to accommodate the threaded
portion of the screw but small enough so that the screw head would grip the sample.
Small washers were used in conjunction with screws to increase the gripping surface of
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the screw head. Bench top testing verified that this method held the samples securely,
with no noticeable changes to the performance of the system.

1 of 8 Perimeter slots used to
secure sample to debris disc
Figure 2.19 Polymer Film Sample

2.8 Triggering the Laser

The next design challenge was to produce a signal synchronized with the rotation
of the disc to trigger the laser. The DMD used an outer ring with a hole and a
photointerrupter for this purpose, Figure 2.10. To incorporate this method on the HSS
would require a ring mounted to the outer diameter of the disc and a rebalancing of the
new assembly. This option would have set the project back with the same long lead time
as the SPARKEL internal components. Other options were considered due to time
constraints. One solution was to use the drive motor of the HSS.
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DC electric motors operate by switching the magnetic field around a permanent
magnet to induce a torque, a process known as commutation [Tal, 2002]. This process
can be accomplished either mechanically or electronically. Motors that commutate
mechanically are referred to as brush DC motors [Moreton, 2000], which was the type
found on the DMD. A brush motor is constructed so that a coil on the rotating shaft is
surrounded by fixed permanent magnets. At least two brushes, usually composed of
graphite carbon, make contact with the commutator. When a current is applied across the
brushes a torque is generated. As the commutator rotates, the brushes contact different
surfaces so that the direction of the torque is constant. Brush motors are simple,
inexpensive, and easy to use. The drawbacks are the limited speed due to the mechanical
nature of the switching process, friction from to the brushes, and incompatibility with a
clean room environment because of the particles produced by the mechanical contact.
The high speeds and necessary vacuum compatibility ruled out any brushed DC motors
for use in the SPARKEL.
The HSS was designed for speeds up to 36,000 RPM. The high speed and power
demands coupled with the compact space constraints limited the choices to a brushless or
electronically commutated DC motors. The basic construction of a brushless DC motor
is essentially a brushed motor turned inside out, so that the magnet is located on the rotor
and the coils on the stator. The switching is done electronically as opposed to
mechanically, hence the descriptor brushless. The key to the switching process are the
Hall-effect sensors. These sensors detect rotor position by the induced voltage generated
by the Hall effect from the changing magnetic fields of the rotor. These sensors
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determine necessary timing of current reversal for commutation. DC brushless motors
that operate using Hall-effect sensors typically use square waves to accomplish the
current change and drive the motor [Moreton, 2000].

Stator coil
Magnetic rotor

Hall sensors

Figure 2.20 DC Brushless Motor Concepts, [Servo, 2000]

Brushless motors offer high speed operation, have better acceleration due to lower
inertia rotors, will not generate sparks, and the lack of mechanical contact makes them
clean room compatible [Tal, 2002]. The downside is that they are more expensive and
require a speed controller for operation. Despite the drawbacks it is easy to see that DC
brushless motors are the natural choice for use in the HSS. Two motors from JMAR
available for use on the HSS modifications were a Maxon EC 22 and a Faulhaber 024B.
Both motors use three Hall sensors for commutation and came with the necessary
amplifier from the motor manufacturer. Motor operation with these amplifiers is
relatively simple. The speed of the motor is set using analog control via a potentiometer.
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It is important to note that the desired speed of the motor is set using the potentiometer,
not the desired torque. Once adjusted, the motor spins at a relatively constant speed
despite a changing environment, such as a vacuum chamber being pumped down.
After extensive research on sensors and various laser triggering options, the
selected option was to use the existing Hall sensors in the drive motor. The Maxon EC22 was chosen as the drive motor to use because it can produce up to 50 Watts, which
compares favorably to the 37 Watt maximum output of the Faulhaber motor. The three
Hall sensors on the Maxon motor are fixed on the rotor so that their output is driven by its
physical orientation. The sensors produce three pulses per revolution, which are used by
speed controller to drive the motor. The Hall sensor output is locked with rotor
orientation, so it is conceivable that the sensor output could also be used to produce a
signal to trigger the laser. Synchronization between disc position and laser triggering is
essential and requires eliminating or minimizing phase jitter. It is important to
distinguish between phase control and phase jitter. Hall sensors are not ideal for precise
phase control of the rotor. This is noted in the amplifier operating manual for the Maxon
motors, which lists the minimum controllable speed as 1000 RPM [Maxon, 2005]. The
laser triggering is a master slave operation making phase control not critical, provided the
motor speed is kept reasonably stable. More important is consistency in the rotation of
the disc and when the pulse is produced, which will be referred to as phase jitter. The
key to DMD operation is minimizing this phase jitter, so that the laser triggering pulse is
produced at the same point in the revolution of the disc, each time, 300 times per second.
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It was possible that the Hall sensor output was capable of this, but remained an unknown
until testing could verify phase synchronization.
The signal required from the Hall sensors must be compatible with the laser’s
external triggering option, a BNC connection to a 5 V max tolerant, 3.3 V CMOS logic
device. The laser drive timing sequence is initiated on the rising edge of each triggering
pulse. When the laser is triggered, infrared diodes pump Nd-YAG crystals, until a pulse
from the master oscillator (MO) discharges all of the energy, known as Q-Switching.
The pumping takes about 257 µs, which is the time lag between the triggering signal and
the laser discharge, Figure 2.21.

257 µs

Laser trigger signal rising edge

Laser Pulse

Figure 2.21 Laser Trigger Signal and Pulse Delay
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There is some variation in this delay due to the MO gain buildup time [Hanakawa
and Chan, 2006]. The laser is designed to operate at 300 Hz, but is tolerant to +/- 10 Hz.
Beyond those limits the laser will not function properly and could be damaged due the
excessive buildup of energy within laser components. The threat of laser damage due to
improper timing requires the triggering signal to be controllable, stable, and reliable.
The next step was transforming the hall sensor output into a useable format. The
Maxon motor has three sensors to detect rotor position, each one offset 120 degrees.
Using the output of all three sensors would be beneficial for several reasons. If one
revolution of the disc could produce three pulses, the speed demands on the DMD would
be greatly reduced. The disc would have to spin at 6,000 RPM versus 18,000 RPM. The
lower speed would require less power from the motor, decreasing the chances of
overheating, a serious concern of an electric motor in the thermal insulating environment
of a vacuum chamber.
Using the Hall sensor output to trigger the laser is made challenging by the
voltage, signal overlap, and critical role of the output in driving the motor. The output of
the three sensors is offset 120o, with each outputting a 0 to 9 V square wave with a 50
percent duty cycle, Figure 2.22. The frequency of each wave is the motor speed, so at
6,000 RPM each sensor outputs a signal at 100 Hz.
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Figure 2.22 Idealized Hall Sensor Output and Phase Angle

The high voltage and signal overlap require an edge triggered device to be used to
generate the laser trigger signal. This would allow the rising or falling edge of a Hall
sensor signal to initiate the proper CMOS signal need to externally trigger the laser. Two
possible solutions are a microcontroller such as a PICTM or BASIC StampTM, or simple
analog circuit. The latter was chosen to minimize complexity, and maximize robustness.
The 555 timer chip can generate an edge driven pulse. These basic integrated
circuit chips are durable, inexpensive, versatile, and can easily operate at the speeds
required for laser triggering. The design goal was a circuit producing a reasonably square
5 Volt pulse on the rising edge of each Hall sensor signal. The laser does not require a
pulse width of more than a few microseconds because it is an edge triggered device, so
pulse width was not a key design criterion as long as the signal is low before the next
rising edge. The actual set up of the 555 timer was modeled after the edge triggered
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example in E.A. Parr’s IC 555 Projects manual [Parr, 1981]. The arrangement and values
of the supporting resistors, capacitors, and diodes determines how 555 timer behaves.
The performance options include, but are not limited to, the specific input required to
trigger the 555 timer, timer response to multiple inputs, and the width and duty cycle of
the timer response whether it be a single pulse or multiple pulses. A separate 555 timer
was used for each Hall sensor. The next hurdle was combining the three separate pulses
into one signal. This was accomplished using signal diodes, essentially one-way valves
for circuits. The circuit was modeled using MultisimTM, a circuit modeling package
offered at the University of Vermont computing labs, Figure 2.23. This intuitive software
simulates the bench top testing of circuits including many common circuit diagnostic
tools such as voltmeters and oscilloscopes.
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Figure 2.23 555 Timer Circuit, Modeled in Multisim
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Figure 2.24 Circuit Testing

The circuit was hardwired using a prototype board, powered, and tested, Figure
2.24. The testing revealed two major deficiencies in circuit performance. The first was a
poor waveform and duty cycle. Instead of a crisp falling edge there was steady voltage
decay until the next rising edge, Figure 2.25. This should not have prevented proper
operation as the signal was still low, less than 1.2 V, before the next rising edge. An easy
solution to this problem would be resizing the capacitors used in the 555 timer circuit.
The second and less straightforward obstacle was the varying frequency. The frequency
would typically wander +/- 10 Hz during operation, which is within the specifications for
the JMAR BriteLight laser. The problematic frequency shifts were less common, but
much more severe. The frequency would occasionally spike to 400 Hz or 500 Hz during
operation. The cause of this behavior is less clear, and is believed to be some intrinsic
variation associated with the interaction of the output of multiple Hall sensors.
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Additional tests were run which showed that the circuit output using two Hall sensors
was more stable, and the most stable output was produced using a single Hall sensor.

Figure 2.25 555 Timer Circuit Output as Viewed on the Laser Monitoring Oscilloscope

The system was redesigned to use the output of a single Hall sensor to trigger the
laser. One unknown was whether the disc would spin at the 18,000 RPM operating speed
required for laser triggering using one Hall sensor. A few minor adjustments to the
Maxon motor amplifier settings and an upgrade to a larger voltage power supply allowed
consistent operation at 18,000 RPM or 300 Hz. The waveform of a single Hall sensor is
appropriate for laser triggering except for the magnitude of its voltage. The output is 7 –
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9 V versus the 5 V max tolerance of the laser triggering hardware. A simple voltage
divider circuit was used to moderate the output voltage of the trigger circuit, Figure 2.26.

Figure 2.26 Voltage Divider Trigger Circuit and Simulated Output

The result was a stable, reasonably square, signal form which was phase locked with
motor position and, theoretically, debris measurement disc orientation, Figure 2.27.
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Figure 2.27 Voltage Divider Circuit Output as Viewed on the Laser Monitoring Oscilloscope

Phase synchronization was verified using SensorPhysicsTM photochromatic laser
diagnostic film, which turns from transparent to blue with UV light exposure. The only
light source the SPARKEL would be exposed to while testing is the laser-copper plasma.
The use of a copper target was chosen to maximize soft x-ray emission, but does emit all
wavelengths of light in varying degrees of intensity, including UV. The laser diagnostic
film was used in place of the polymer debris collection film under normal testing
conditions. An exposure roughly the same size as the fixed aperture at the inlet to the
SPARKEL, Figure 2.14, would indicate that plasma was consistently generated at the
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same point in the debris collection disc rotation, Figure 2.28a. A blurred blue mark or
blue ring would represent a lack of phase synchronization, Figure 2.28b. The sample
shown in Figure 2.28a appears as predicted. The rotation between when the laser was
triggered and plasma generation was almost exactly the 27.8o of rotation expected during
the 257 µs delay (Figure 2.21) between laser triggering and the laser pulse at the 18,000
RPM operating speed.

Time delay due to
laser pumping

Exposed area from
light emitted by plasma

Direction
of rotation

Laser trigger mark

a. Good phase synchronization

b. Poor phase synchronization

Figure 2.28 SPARKEL Phase Synchronization Validation

2.9 SPARKEL Design Limitations

Tests were run under a variety of target chamber conditions by varying process
parameters such as vacuum pressure, copper target tape thickness, helium jet flowrate,
length of exposure, and collection material. The collected data from these preliminary
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tests were used to develop an image processing technique for collection film analysis.
No regular pattern of debris accumulation developed during repeated test runs. Further
analysis found debris accumulation on the inner surface of the SPARKEL vacuum
chamber. The debris had been spun off the collection samples by the high centrifugal
forces imposed on it, 6,200 to 24,500 g’s. This discovery suggested that more
modification was required before the SPARKEL-collected data could be used to produce
any definitive results.

2.10 SPARKEL Redesign – SYNDERELA

The goal for the SPARKEL redesign was to eliminate debris loss on the collection
target. Several difficulties to consider for the SPARKEL system are the speed of the
system (300 Hz), instability when triggering the laser more than once per revolution
using the existing hardware, and centrifugal forces associated with a rotor bearing system
spinning at 18,000 RPM. Many general concepts were considered. The simplest
modification would be to improve the debris capturing material by making it softer or
tacky. Double sided tape was considered, but the surface has irregularities on the scale of
the debris particles, making imaging and analysis difficult. A more regular and mildly
adhesive surface could be made by coating a wafer with photoresist. The operating speed
of the SPARKEL was significantly higher than that of wafer spin coaters making the
likely result of a resist-coated-debris-target deposits of debris and resist on the inner
surface of the SPARKEL vacuum chamber. A second option was to use the pockets
already machined into the current debris collection disc to capture debris. This solution
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was saved as a last resort because of the low resolution, due to there only being six
pockets on the disc and the difficulty in analysis, imaging, and running multiple tests
which would require a liner or cleaning of the pockets between tests. The third concept
was to modify the existing disc so that it would behave as a high speed shutter, exposing
different areas of a static target as it rotates. It was decided that a stationary target was
optimal for debris capture and best simulates the contaminated optics that require debris
mitigation solutions. This was accomplished by incorporating a synchronized-debrisexposure revolving-aperture (SYNDERELA) in front of a static debris target. The
exposed area is determined by a rotating aperture whose position is synchronized with the
laser timing. The aperture is a 2mm wide spiral with a constantly increasing radius cut
through the debris collection disc. A second fixed aperture leaves only a vertical swath
of the debris target material exposed, Figure 2.29. This allows the rotating aperture to
expose a different location of the target material, resetting for each laser pulse, Figure
2.30.
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Figure 2.29 SYNDERELA Design and Construction

Fixed
aperture

Rotating
aperture

Exposed area of debris collection material visible within oval
Figure 2.30 SYNDERELA Debris Path
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The aperture spiral was cut using a 2mm end mill tool on a CNC milling machine
with an automated helix feature. The only input required was the starting radius, 17.5
mm, the ending radius, 39.5 mm, and the angle of rotation of the cut, 340.75o. A more
exact definition of the spiral is given by the equation
r = 17.5 + θ * 5.22
947

Where r is the radius of the curve (mm) and θ is the angle (rad) from the starting point.
The sweep of the cut, 340.75o or 5.947 rad was chosen so that the area of debris
collection material exposed by the fixed aperture could be completely covered by the
rotating aperture between laser pulses. This feature was designed to prevent debris
particles from accumulating on two areas of the collection material simultaneously. The
22mm gain in the radius over 5.95 radians was derived from the debris target area with a
direct line of sight to the plasma, identified by the exposed blue circle in Figure 2.28b. A
final feature of the SYNDERELA design is that no additional hardware, mechanical or
electronic, was required. This provided the added benefit of a quick turnaround time.
The spiral cut in the existing debris disc was not uniform and altered the center of
mass of the debris disc. Even the small eccentricity created by minimal material removed
could generate large forces at the 18,000 RPM operating speed. This required a
rebalancing of the debris collection disc. The first attempt at balancing the modified
debris collection disc was a static balancing procedure. The disc was held from the
integrated driveshaft, Figure 2.31, using a monofilament line. The level of the disc was
monitored using an optical comparator. The intention was to use the optical comparator
to assess the effect of adding weights around the radius, eventually determining the
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correct counterweight scheme so that the center of mass was located on the axis of
rotation. Unfortunately the low mass of the disc required using an extremely light line to
hang it without affecting the level of the disc. This light line offered virtually no
damping, and the low mass and low inertia of the system meant that the system was
easily excited and approximated a pendulum very well. The act of rotating the disc,
required for static balancing on the optical comparator, excited the system too much for a
practical balancing procedure.
A second strategy used a pseudo-dynamic balancing method. The bearing
housing was held without constraint on a stiff table of significantly larger mass. An
accelerometer was rigidly attached to the aluminum bearing housing. The disc was then
spun to a speed of 50 Hz (3,000 RPM) using an oscilloscope to monitor the Hall sensor
output, and therefore motor and disc speed. The crude test rig did not determine specifics
about the phase of the eccentric mass, but did allow for a comparison of overall response
to the addition of weights on the disc. The output of the accelerometer was examined on
a spectrum analyzer through the accelerometer signal conditioner. As expected, a large
spike in system response was observed at 50 Hz due to the disc imbalance. The original
system response at 50 Hz was 14 mV, with the gain set at 10 mV/G on the signal
conditioner. Estimates for counter weight placement were made using a precise
SolidWorks model of the disc. The previous disc design did not have the center of mass
located on the axis of rotation and was therefore not inherently balanced. The disc had
been balanced previously as evident by the small amounts of material removed from
various locations. The goal of the SolidWorks model was to return the center of mass to
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the location prior to the spiral cut, assuming that imbalance was corrected by the previous
balancing. Material was added at the possible locations for counterweights so that the
original imbalance was achieved, Figure 2.31.

Figure 2.31 SolidWorks Model of the Balanced SYNDERELA Aperture
(integrated driveshaft visible at left)

Counter weights in the form of small machine screws and washers were added to
the existing threaded holes in various amounts and configurations during the iterative
balancing process. Eventually, the system response at 50 Hz dropped from the original
14 mV to 60 µV, which was indistinguishable from the response at frequencies not
excited by the rotating disc.
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Assessing the aperture disc balance at operating speeds was not possible until it
was placed under vacuum. The exposed support struts simply moved too much air for the
motor to bring the disc near operating speed in atmospheric conditions. Fortunately, the
motor easily powered the disc to 300 Hz under a vacuum of at least 200 Torr. A higher
vacuum is preferred for operation because the amperage required by the motor decreased
significantly between 200 Torr and the standard target chamber conditions of 50 Torr.
This lower amperage implies less heat generation within the motor and less to dissipate in
the insulating environment of a vacuum chamber.
Phase synchronization was also tested at this time using the same photochromatic
film as was used for the SPARKEL. A crisp exposure was achieved at the expected
location demonstrating good phase synchronization, Figure 2.32.

Area exposed
by fixed
aperture –
4 x 24 mm

Photochromatic film

Crisp exposure demonstrates good
phase synchronization with plasma
generation

Figure 2.32 SYNDERELA Phase Verification
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The debris targets for the SYNDERELA were standard microscope slides. They
offered an inexpensive target that was good for imaging and provided a reasonable
approximation to the optical components plagued by debris damage. The standard height
of microscope slides was only slightly larger than the height of the area exposed by the
static filter, which made for an easy fit.
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Chapter 3: Debris Characterization
3.1 SPARKEL Setup

Understanding how process parameters affect debris production is a necessary
step towards a debris-free source. To this end, the next phase was taking debris
measurements on the x-ray source at JMAR. The parameters of interest include variables
in the laser plasma process such as laser power, spot size, focal point, and repetition rate.
Other system variables include copper target dimensions and placement, vacuum
chamber pressure, and helium jet flow rate and placement. Initial testing assessed
SPARKEL, and later SYNDERELA, performance, collection material debris capturing
capability, and proper sampling time. Samples from these tests also helped in developing
imaging techniques and an image processing and debris detection program.
The pre-test setup for the SPARKEL was performed at the UVM Mechanical
Engineering lab. After the disc-bearing-motor system was assembled using vacuum
compatible grease, the drive motor and speed controller were connected to a power
supply but the motor was not turned on. Next, the laser trigger output signal was
connected to an oscilloscope so that the Hall sensor pulses could be monitored as the disc
was rotated manually. A line was drawn down the middle of the top surface of the
bearing assembly so that it was perpendicular to the disc surface. A right edge tool was
used to draw a second line, perpendicular to the first, on the back side of the debris disc.
The flexible coupling connecting the disc and motor was loosened to allow for disc
orientation adjustment. The disc and motor were aligned so that one Hall sensor signal
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went high as the two drawn lines intersected. In this orientation the lines formed two
sides of a right angle triangle, perpendicular to both the bearing housing and disc
surfaces. The mark on the back side of the disc was continued along the disc side so that
it was visible from an overhead view. This calibration produced a known disc orientation
at the rising edge of the trigger signal. The orientation was such that a line from the mark
on the disc side through the disc center on the front surface of the debris target material
would be vertical as the laser was triggered. An arrow was also drawn on the polymer
collection film to mark which end of the line is high during laser triggering and to
indicate which side of the sample was exposed to debris. After the debris disc had been
synchronized with the laser pulse, the vacuum chamber had to be assembled and aligned.
The axis of rotation of the debris collection disc was not centered within the vacuum
chamber, which exposed more of the disc to debris but required a specific alignment for
proper testing. Care was taken during the initial assembly so that the mark on the
polymer film was between and parallel to the sides of the fixed front plate aperture as the
laser was triggered. Marks were made on the flanges of the vacuum chamber
components so that the correct orientation could be easily repeated.

3.2 Testing Procedure

The SPARKEL testing procedure started with polymer film preparation. The
removable top cover of the SPARKEL was used to trace the circumference and identify
the location for slots to clear the threaded portion of the assembly machine screws. These
screws were used to fasten the polymer film to the top cover and top cover to the disc.
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After the film had been cut to fit the disc, it was secured under the screw heads and the
marks indicating orientation during laser triggering were transferred from the disc to the
film, visible in the post-testing image shown in
Figure 3.12.
After the vacuum chamber was assembled using the registering marks, the
SPARKEL was moved into place between the displaced stepper and target chamber.
Webbing load retention straps supported the SPARKEL, thereby reducing the load on the
ISO QF-40 connection between the SPARKEL and the target chamber, Figure 3.1. This
sealed the vacuum system. The process of pumping to operating pressures and the
subsequent multiple Helium purges took roughly 15 minutes. During that time the wiring
harness from the motor speed controller was attached to the vacuum feedthrough and the
motor was brought up to operating speed using an oscilloscope to monitor the output
signal. The motor speed was gradually adjusted using a potentiometer until the output
signal was the proper 300 Hz. The magnitude of the output signal could also be adjusted
via a second potentiometer on the voltage divider circuit. Once the correct operating
speed was attained, the internal function generator that normally tripped the laser was
deselected and replaced with the Hall sensor signal used to trigger the laser,
synchronizing disc position and laser discharge. Next, the desired vacuum pressure and
helium flow rate were selected for testing. Finally, the shutter contained within the laser
was opened allowing the beams to enter the target chamber, interact with the copper tape,
and form a plasma. Run times were monitored using a stopwatch. At the completion of a
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test run the switch was again flipped, closing the laser internal shutter, deflecting the
beam away from the target chamber and into a large, water cooled, beam-dump.
Straps used to
support the
SPARKEL

Flange connection along x-ray beamline

JMAR x-ray
source target
chamber

SPARKEL vacuum
chamber

Figure 3.1 Debris Testing

3.3 Copper Debris and Target Dimension

To truly optimize the system a study would have be undertaken to understand the
role of every variable in x-ray and debris generation. The time required for each data run
and subsequent sample analysis forced the scope of the project to be narrowed to
studying the role of one key parameter in debris production.
Previous research on laser-plasma light sources has indicated that target
dimension has a large effect on the amount of debris generated [Fujioka et. al, 2005]. One
study suggests that a mass-limited target can reduce over all debris production by 40%
and debris velocities by a factor of 10 [Yamaura et. al, 2005]. A mass-limited or
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minimum-mass target is one where the total amount of target material is as close as
possible to the exact amount of material ablated by the laser. When the laser interacts
with a bulk target, a thin surface layer is ablated, generating a plasma. This rapidly
expanding plasma sends a high pressure wave into the target material, which is
predominately reflected due to the impedance mismatch. This reflected wave ejects
molten and solid debris from the target surface, [Turcu and Dance, 1999]. The idea of a
minimal-mass target is to eliminate the bulk material, and the debris generated by the
plasma heat and shockwave. The minimal-mass target concept poses material handling
difficulties. Target material must be rapidly and precisely delivered to the proper
location for plasma generation. This requires precise control of target material drive and
positioning-a large technical challenge with the target material sized on the order of tens
of microns. A more practical target can still exhibit some of the debris mitigating
characteristics of a minimal mass target. This occurs with punch-out [Yamaura et. al.,
2005], or punch-through. Punch-through describes the condition where the target is thin
enough to be fully penetrated by a laser pulse of sufficient power and density, Figure 3.2.
It is believed that punch-through is indicative of the majority of copper debris being
ejected through the rear of the tape, away from delicate optical elements in the JMAR
target chamber. However, the effect does not eliminate the debris driven away from the
front of the target by the rapidly expanding plasma. Punch-through is more frequently
observed with thinner target tape, giving it the hypothetical advantages of a less
damaging debris projection, and lower overall debris production. Plasma emission
visible through the newly formed hole in the tape makes this effect easily observable.
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Another benefit is that target tape dimension is a controllable constant within the target
chamber.

Figure 3.2 Punch Through from Plasma Generation on Copper Tape

JMAR uses a copper tape target, which comes in spools with nominal thicknesses
of two, three, or four mils. The two-mils-tape lacked the mechanical strength in the
existing tape handling machinery, leaving only three and four mils tape as viable
production options. The test sample set consisted of four samples each for three and four
mils tape thicknesses. A third set of blank samples was used as the control. Testing was
conducted using one minute runs under standard operating conditions with the exception
of the helium-jet debris countermeasures. These were set at a minimal flow rate to
eliminate interference with debris dynamics and spatial distribution. Attempts were made
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to keep the testing conditions as constant as possible. Variables that are not directly
controllable, such as laser output power were monitored and noted.
The test protocol consisted of the pilot tests used to develop the testing procedure
and assess collection material, the tests that examined various operating conditions, and
tests that evaluated copper target tape thickness. In all 47 samples were collected. This
represents over two hours of machine run time with an additional 23.5 hours spent
waiting for the target chamber to be pumped down to vacuum or vented to atmospheric
pressure between test runs.

3.4 SPARKEL Debris Collection Material Analysis

Analysis of collected debris was made difficult by scaling. The collected copper
debris particles are tens of microns in diameter and typically do not have the population
density to be visible to the naked eye. Their small size makes debris particles difficult to
locate on the collection material, which has an area of roughly 70 square centimeters
(3.75” diameter circle). A tool well suited for this task is a computer aided optical boom
scanning microscope produced by JMAR, appropriately named the VersaCAM, Figure
3.3.
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Figure 3.3 VersaCAM Workstation

A unique capability of the VersaCAM is the ability to scan large areas by stepping
through a series of still exposures and stitching the images together. Scans are limited to
400 exposures, which is significantly fewer than what would be required to scan an entire
sample. Several options were explored to overcome this, including adjusting the scale
setting on the VersaCAM, which would result in longer steps, but not allow multiple
images to be stitched together.
Debris targets were analyzed using an image sampling technique. The
VersaCAM motion control software displays the current position relative to a home
position with a resolution of one micron. The debris collection materials were placed on
the imaging stage with the center of the material at the home position of the VersaCAM
and the laser triggering mark inline with the Y axis of the VersaCAM boom. This was
verified by moving along the Y axis to ensure that the vertical mark stayed in view. A
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virtual grid was then laid out on the material and the VersaCAM used to capture an image
at each node. The grid size was as the largest square that could fit within the round
material. A JPEG format image, Figure 3.4, was captured at each vertex then repeatedly
at each 5,000 µm interval. A 13 by 13 grid, or 169 images sampled an area of 42.25
square centimeters. A separate motion control program drove the VersaCAM stage
allowing the camera position to be changed with a resolution of one µm using coordinates
input by the user or by stepping a predefined length along any axis. This enabled a
consistent and reliable method for image-sampling the debris target material.

Figure 3.4 VersaCAM Image Showing Copper Debris, Scale 1242x
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3.5 Image Processing

Image processing and pattern recognition are attempts to identify and quantify the
myriad of characteristics that we, as humans, use without conscious thought and with
amazing quickness to identify the world around us. This age old topic is now an entire
field unto itself. The advances in computer learning and pattern recognition in the past
three decades the have been surpassed only by that of the computational hardware on
which the methods are used [Duda et al., 2001]. A thorough investigation of the wealth
of technologies available for this topic is beyond the scope of this project. Instead some
basic tools were used to demonstrate the feasibility of image processing and pattern
recognition for debris assessment, and to provide an unbiased assessment of debris
accumulation.
Image processing refers to the conversion of an image to a different format to
highlight attributes of interest. The image processing challenge was to convert the image
to a format suitable for a basic pattern recognition algorithm to assess debris. The desired
result was a single value as a measure of debris accumulation. The VersaCAM images
were evaluated using the MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox (IPT). Aside from
providing an unbiased assessment of debris accumulation, another motivation to
automate sample analysis was the number of images, 12 samples at 152 images per
sample. Some images were discarded, starting with those in the four corners, because
they typically contained the edge of the collection material in the image, and images
along the Y axis because they contained the mark used to designate orientation at laser
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triggering. Counting those subtractions, an unbiased comparison of debris accumulation,
a relatively subtle characteristic, was required for 1,824 total images.
An image reading function compatible with several file formats loaded images
into MATLAB. Images are represented by a matrix where each element corresponds to
one pixel, a square image with 1,030 pixels per side will be represented by a 1,030 by
1,030 matrix. The value of each element depends on how the image is represented in
MATLAB. The two main methods to store images for processing within MATLAB are
intensity, and RGB. Intensity, also known as grayscale, images use an 8-bit integer to
represent the value of each pixel. A grayscale image with m rows and n columns of
pixels uses m-by-n bytes (m-by-n-by-8 bits) for an uncompressed representation (also
known as a bit map). A pixel value 0 corresponds to black and 255 to white. RGB, or
color, images use three 8-bit integers to represent each pixel. RGB stands for red, green,
blue, and uses three values, each between 0 and 255 to represent the intensity of each
primary color present in each pixel, Figure 3.5. As an example, a pure green pixel would
be represented by the vector {0, 255, 0}. A color image with m rows and n columns
requires m-by-n-by-3-by-8 bytes (m-by-n-by-24 bits) for an uncompressed representation.
MATLAB offers several other options using different color spaces to represent color
images but RGB was the only format used for this project. A third representation for
images is binary, or black and white. The value for each pixel is either a 0, black, or 1,
white. A binary image with m rows and n columns requires m-by-n bits for an
uncompressed representation.
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It is important to understand the different representations of images in MATLAB
because the statistical tools and functions in the IPT require specific image formats for
analysis and also to preserve as much information as possible. RGB images hold more
data than intensity images, which in turn contain more information than binary ones.
RGB Images are converted to binary from an intensity image or one layer of an RGB
image, using user defined threshold, or one generated by a MATLAB function for binary
conversion [Gonzalez et al., 2004].

Figure 3.5 RGB Color Cube, [MATLAB, 2005]

The initial strategy for image processing was to use the variety of statistical
functions offered by the IPT and look for trends among images from one sample, and
between sample sets. The first measure used was the Entropy function, which returns a
scalar value as a statistical measure of the randomness of image texture [Gonzalez et al.,
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2004]. Other image properties could be derived from the Gray-level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM). This matrix is created by examining the intensity value of adjacent
pixels. To aid in calculation speed MATLAB automatically scales intensity values to 8
levels, from 256. The elements (i,j) of the GLCM are a count of the occurrences that
pixels with the intensity value (i) are adjacent to pixels with the intensity value (j).
[MATLAB, 2005]. A second IPT function determines the properties of this matrix. A
value for the Contrast of the matrix is given as a measure of the difference between
adjacent elements. Another characteristic measure is how correlated neighboring
elements are, referred to as Correlation. The Energy is computed by summing squared
elements. Finally, the Homogeneity of the GLCM can be determined by comparing the
distribution of GLCM values with those of the diagonal [MATLAB, 2005]. A code was
written to load each image, determine the Entropy of the image, calculate the GLCM, and
the properties of the GLCM. After extensive comparison of the Entropy and GLCM
property values for images it was determined that those statistical measures are not
correlated with debris accumulation in VersaCAM images.
A second strategy for debris identification used the color of copper as the
indicator. This was carried out by determining the range of values in RGB color space
that correspond to copper and other similar shades, Figure 3.6. Each image was loaded in
RGB format and then each pixel was evaluated to see if it fell in the pre-defined “copper
region” of RGB color space. The number of pixels identified as copper colored
compared the images and sample sets. Initial results looked positive, showing a
significant difference between sample sets. Further investigation found that this
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difference was due to an illumination aberration which was present to a greater degree on
a one sample set. The copper color pixel counting algorithm identified the pixels in the
corner as being copper colored. This can be seen in background of the image in Figure
3.4. All of the debris collection materials were analyzed a second time with extra
attention taken to ensure the illumination was as constant as possible from sample to
sample. The copper color pixel counting algorithm was used on the new images but was
not able to adequately distinguish images with significant debris accumulation.

Copper color
space
Figure 3.6 Copper Region of RGB ColorSpace, [MATLAB, 2005]

One lesson was that imaged debris is not necessarily copper colored. Instead of
looking for tints of copper, the contrast between dark debris and the transparent target
material could be used for debris identification. The first step converted the original
image to an intensity image, Figure 3.8a. A threshold value was determined using the
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graythresh function in MATLAB, which generates a threshold level so that the variance

between the sets is maximized [Gonzalez et al., 2004]. This threshold value is then used
to convert the intensity image to a binary image, Figure 3.8b. The real strength of this
approach is the IPT object counting function for binary images. The bwlabel function
returns the number of objects in a binary image based on a preset interconnectivity
condition for pixels. The two conditions are 4-connected and 8-connected. 4-connected
only counts pixels that are immediately adjacent, above or below each other as a single
object, Figure 3.7a. 8-connected is a more liberal test, counting diagonally pixels in
addition to those counted by the 4-connected test, Figure 3.7b.

a. 4-connected

b. 8-connected

Figure 3.7 Interconnectivity for IPT bwlabel Function, [MATLAB, 2005]

Both modes of the bwlabel object counting function were applied to the
converted binary images. The results provided little distinction between individual
images or sample sets. It was found that the illumination aberration was again to blame
for skewed results. The problem was rooted in the conversion from intensity to binary
format. The background illumination was uneven enough so that in the center it was
lighter than debris particles, but along edges and corners, the areas most affected by
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uneven lighting, the background was actually darker than debris particles. This large
range of background intensity values made it so that the threshold value used for
conversion to binary would fall between the range of pixel values of the background
illumination. The result was a pixilated ring in the binary image, Figure 3.8b, Figure
3.8c, Figure 3.8d. This pixilation would dominate the object counting results. The
threshold value was adjusted to minimize this effect but resulted in a too great of a loss of
data for meaningful results, Figure 3.8c, Figure 3.8d.

b. bwthresh binary image

a. Original grayscale image

c. Low threshold binary image

d. High threshold binary image

Figure 3.8 Original and Binary Threshold Conversion Images

The next image processing approach was to use the background image that
plagued previous methods to identify debris. The basic assumption was that the images
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had essentially the same background illumination, and, on average, similar surface
defects in the collection material, but were set apart by the amount of accumulated debris.
This similarity could be taken advantage of by developing a background model to
subtract from the images leaving only the inconsistencies, presumably debris particles.
This concept can be expressed by the relation

I (i, j ) = B (i, j ) + ε ij
Where I is the raw image, B is the image background and ε represents random
image characteristics such as collection material defects or debris particles. The
background illumination was modeled using a second order polynomial with linear
coefficients using the same linear least squares technique outlined by Draper and Smith
[Draper and Smith, 1998].

I (i, j ) = b1 + b2i + b3 j + b4ij + b5i 2 + b6 j 2 + ε ij
Which can be represented, neglecting random features, as

I (i, j ) = [ D]{b}
Where [D] is a 950,625 by 6 matrix of known values and {b} is the six element
vector of unknown polynomial coefficients. A linear algebra solution is permitted
because of the assumed linearity of {b}. The first step was determining the
pseudoinverse of [D].

[ D]T {I } = ([ D]T [ D]){b}
Which allows for the solution of {b}
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([ D ]T [ D]) −1[ D]T {I } = {b}
The calculations were performed using MATLAB, and generated the illumination model
seen in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Image Background Model

The modeled background was subtracted from original images, leaving the
remaining features for debris analysis. It was found that after the modeled background
was subtracted there were virtually no features remaining from the original image. This
was attributed to the combination of an unrefined model and the subtlety of debris
accumulation in images.
A key lesson learned from image processing strategies was how copper debris is
identified in the image. At the resolutions used for imaging (~800x-1200x), the
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indication of accumulated debris was not color or shape of individual particles, but rather
a dense collection of many small, dark, particles. The object counting algorithm used by
MATLAB was an excellent tool at comparing the debris accumulations between images,
but there was difficulty in converting the image to a binary version that correctly
identified debris particles. The wide range in background illumination intensity made a
universal threshold value ineffective. A more localized threshold value for the
conversion to binary was a potential solution. The IPT offers a very similar capability
with edge detection functions. The IPT function edge detects edges and other
discontinuities in an intensity image by looking at the rate of change in pixel values
throughout the image. There are six different methods to choose from to detect the
edges. This project compared the results of two options that used a first order
approximation of the gradient and a threshold value to determine whether or not an edge
was present. The mathematical basis as presented by [Gonzalez et. al, 2004].
The gradient of a 2-D function is defined as the vector

 ∂f 
G x   
∇F =   =  ∂∂fx 
G y   
 ∂y 
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Which has a magnitude of

[

∇f = ∇F = G x2 + G y2
 ∂f  2  ∂f  2 
=   +   
 ∂x   ∂y  

]

1/ 2

1/ 2

The square root can be omitted, leaving

∇f ≈ G x2 + G y2
[Gonzalez et. al, 2004]

The way in which Gx and Gy are approximated depends on the user selected
method. Given the pixel arrangement,

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

p6

p7

p8

p9

The Sobel method approximates the gradient components for each pixel as

G x = ( p 7 + 2 p8 + p9 ) − ( p1 + 2 p 2 + p 3 )
G y = ( p3 + 2 p 6 + p 9 ) − ( p1 + 2 p 4 + p 7 )
The Prewitt approximation formulated by

G x = ( p7 + p8 + p9 ) − ( p1 + p 2 + p3 )
G y = ( p3 + p6 + p9 ) − ( p1 + p 4 + p7 )
[Gonzalez et al., 2004]
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The IPT function edge returns edges where the approximate gradient value is a
maximum [MATLAB, 2005]. The gradient threshold value can be specified at the
function definition in the code, otherwise a value will be automatically chosen. The
output of the an edge detection function, regardless of specified detection method, is a
binary image of the same size as the original image with 1s at detected edges, and 0s
elsewhere [Gonzalez et. al, 2004], Figure 3.10. The edge detection algorithm works well
because it is not affected by the varying background illumination because the change in
intensity is too gradual. It does detect particles because the intensity change is much
more abrupt, a dark spec on a semi-transparent background.

Figure 3.10 Original (top) and Binary (bottom) Images from IPT Function edge using Sobel Method
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The binary image produced by the edge function can then be processed by the
object counting algorithm, giving a relative measure of the particle count on each image.
The object counting result is strictly relative because the binary image only represents
edges and not objects. All samples returned some sort of value for the edge-detectionobject-counting method, but not all images had debris present, with the majority having
little to no debris. Two options were explored to separate images with debris from those
without. The first was adjusting the threshold for the gradient value in edge to minimize
non-debris defects from being counted as edges. This method found limited success and
was cumbersome because each iteration of the threshold value required several hours to
process the images using the new gradient criteria. A quicker and easier method was
using the spectrum of object counting values to determine the population characteristics
of images with debris. Using a trial and error method, it was found that images whose
object count was greater than two standard deviations above the global mean generally
had debris accumulation. This criterion was evaluated in a blind comparison with visual
assessment for debris and achieved over 95% agreement on whether or not debris was
present in an image.
Images taken with the VersaCAM were saved using a filename designating the
specific collection material being imaged and the coordinates of the image on the
material. A simple loop was used to cycle through the image files for processing, and
allowed the coordinate and sample data to be saved along with the object counting
results. The debris assessment algorithm identified images on the debris target material
with accumulated debris, Figure 3.11.
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Sample Number
1

2

3

4

3 mil

Target
Thickness

4 mil

Control

Figure 3.11 SPARKEL Test Results

The blue circles in Figure 3.11 represent the collection material, and the vertical
lines show the orientation during laser triggering. The location of the collected debris
corresponds with the amount of rotation of the disc that occurred between laser triggering
and debris collection. This angular displacement could determine the flight time and
velocity of debris particles. Image coordinates were converted from Cartesian to Polar
form, a process aided by a MATLAB function designed to convert four quadrant
Cartesian coordinates to Polar form. Next, the angular displacement was adjusted to
account for the orientation at laser triggering. The final angular displacement was used in
conjunction with the motor speed, 300 +/- 1 Hz, to determine how long the debris took to
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travel from the copper target to the debris collection material. This time was adjusted to
account for the lag between trigger signal and laser discharge. This final flight time was
used to determine the velocity debris traveled across the 31.6 cm distance from laser
target material to collection material.
It is evident from Figure 3.11 that there was no clearly defined trend in debris
accumulation. Further inspection showed debris deposits on the inner radius of the
SPARKEL vacuum chamber,
Figure 3.12. This prompted the redesign of the debris measurement concept
which produced the SYNDERELA, whose construction is detailed in Ch. 2.

Debris
accumulation

Figure 3.12 Debris Accumulation on the Inner Surface of the SPARKEL Vacuum Chamber
(disc has a photochromatic film target material attached)
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3.6 SYNDERELA Testing and Results

Because the SYNDERELA was produced by modifying the existing SPARKEL
components, the setup procedure for the two was very similar. One difference was in
disc orientation-laser triggering synchronization. The rotating aperture was oriented so
that it “reset” for each laser triggering pulse. “Resetting” refers to the orientation which
has the solid part of the rotating aperture completely covering the fixed aperture behind
it, so that no debris can collect, Figure 2.29. As the rotation continues the debris target
material is exposed starting at the innermost radius.
The testing procedure for the SYNDERELA was also very similar to that of the
SPARKEL. The target material preparation was streamlined by using stock microscope
slides. Prior to testing, the slide would be labeled with the date and test number and slid
behind the fixed aperture and secured in place. After testing, the slide was removed and
stored in a specialty slide container to protect the collection surface.
The microscope slide SYNDERELA debris targets were imaged using the
VersaCAM. A similar process to the one used for SPARKEL samples was used to
capture images. The first image was captured from the bottom left corner of the area of
the collection material exposed to debris images. The motion control software for the
VersaCAM allowed uniform sampling of the entire surface area by a series of controlled
80 µm displacement steps. The steps were between the nodes of a 6 by 29 grid to collect
a 174 image sampling of the exposed area of the collection material.
The microscope slides and transparent polymer films had a similar appearance
when imaged using the VersaCAM, which permitted use of the same image processing
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algorithm. Another characteristic that eased the transition was the universal nature of the
code. The threshold used for the edge detection was automatically generated by the IPT
function and thus required no calibration. A slightly different approach was used on the
assessment of debris. Unlike the SPARKEL data, every SYNDERELA image had debris
accumulation present. This required the image processing algorithm to assess the amount
of debris as opposed to determining whether or not debris was present on the image. The
assumption that the object count correlated with debris accumulation was confirmed by
its success at differentiating images with debris for the SPARKEL testing. Instead of
earmarking images with debris present as with the SPARKEL, the object count totals
were used to determine the relative debris accumulation on each image. The six images
were taken across the width of the slide have the same height and correspond to
essentially the same radial location on the rotating aperture. This made their coordinates
equivalent for debris velocity calculations. The values of horizontal images were
averaged, so that a single debris count value was associated with each vertical
demarcation. These values were then plotted according to radial position on the aperture
cut, or vertical position on the microscope slide, Figure 3.13.
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(mm)
Figure 3.13 SYNDERELA Debris Accumulation

The plot shown in Figure 3.13 was produced using data from a single test run.
Problems in the testing arose when the spool of copper tape was replaced, a routine
procedure required for testing multiple thicknesses of copper tape. The initial tests used
an older spool with little copper tape left on it. Once finished, the spool was replaced
with one of the same thickness, four mils. The changing of the tape resulted in a drastic
reduction in copper debris. This phenomenon had also been observed during previous
testing for x-ray production. The only visual clue as to the cause of this behavior was an
unsteady copper target. The copper tape showed a significant increase in lateral
movement during post-tape-replacement testing. The shallow depth of focus of the laser
optics caused any movement of the target to drastically affect the laser spot size on the
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tape. The criticality of spot size in plasma, x-ray, and debris generation gives the system
a very low tolerance for any fluctuation in the target location. The cause of the
movement was the increased mass of a full copper tape spool compared to that of an
empty one. The weight of a new spool versus an empty spool can differ by several
pounds. As the copper tape unwinds the angular velocity of the spool constantly changes.
The increased mass and inertia of a new spool causes large fluctuations in tape tension.
The cycling of tape tension causes sagging at unsupported parts of the copper tape drive,
one of which being the laser target area.
Further testing is required to fully understand the role of tape thickness on debris
generation and to explore the fluctuating debris generation. Unfortunately, internal
changes at JMAR Inc. have made their facilities unavailable for debris testing for the
foreseeable future.
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis

4.1 SYNDERELA Results

The data obtained using the SYNDERELA yielded some surprising results. One
of the most basic assumptions about the behavior of copper debris was that it traveled at
reasonably high velocities. This was reflected in the design of debris measurement
devices where it was assumed that particles were traveling faster than the 100 m/s
minimum speed required to reach the collection material in the time between laser pulses.
The expected result would be zero debris accumulation for a short time after the plasma
pulse, followed by a dense collection of high speed particles trailing off with decreasing
density of low speed particles, Figure 4.1. Instead, there was significant debris collection
on the bottommost part of the collection material, an area corresponding to the time
between the laser trigger pulse (1 mm height) and plasma generation (centered at 3.7
mm), Figure 4.2.
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Aperture Position at Laser Trigger
Aperture Position at Plasma Generation,
257µs after laser triggering

Debris
Accumulation

Radial Height
Note: height ~ time ~1/velocity
Figure 4.1 Expected Debris Accumulation

Debris accumulation prior to plasma
generation
Approximate radial area exposed by
shutter at time of plasma generation
(2.7-4.7mm)

(mm)
Figure 4.2 Actual Debris Accumulation
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4.2 SYNDERELA Data Analysis

Four scenarios have been identified as possible causes of the anomalous data.
The first is that the debris accumulation was caused by an error in the phase
synchronization between the SYNDERELA aperture orientation and laser pulse
generation. Poor synchronization would result in debris collection at random aperture
orientations. The simplicity and robustness laser triggering system would make a failure
unlikely. The system used a sensor contained within the motor to trigger the laser. The
drive shaft of the motor was rigidly connected to the rotating aperture. The output signal
was also constantly monitored using an oscilloscope. Additionally, the speed of system
makes it very sensitive to any errors. Even a small amount of phase jitter would quickly
add up, so that the expected debris accumulation would not be a uniform trend as
observed. Lack of synchronization is a possible explanation for the observed data but the
positive system diagnostics and defined trend in debris accumulation make it a less likely
candidate.
Another possible explanation of the debris accumulation prior to plasma
generation was that several factors combined to introduce significant error into the
measurement. This approach requires the assumption that debris is moving at a
sufficiently high speed so that the vast majority is collected before the next plasma
generation. One potential source of error is the 10 mm gap between the aperture and
collection material. Debris particles are emitted from a point source in a plume that
expands as debris travels further from the target. This expansion causes debris traveling
through the rotating aperture to have a larger projected pattern than the aperture itself.
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The gap between the rotating aperture and collection material allows for this expansion,
reducing the precision of any measurements. The rate of expansion of the debris plume is
unknown, so the amount that the unblocked debris plume can expand in the 10 mm
separation between the aperture and collection surface is currently unavailable. Another
potential source for error is the layout of the design. It is conceivable that some debris
does not adhere to the vertical collection surface and gathers at the bottom portion,
explaining the increased collection at the lower portion of the material.
Assuming the experimental error explanation for the collected data, the known
relation between vertical position on collection sample and disc orientation could provide
some estimates for debris velocity. Using the known curvature of the spiral aperture, disc
orientation can be obtained using a rearranged form,

θ=

y
b

Where,

b = rs / φ
The variable y is the vertical location of debris on the target material (mm), rs is the radial
gain of the spiral, 22 mm, and φ is the sweep of the spiral cut, 5.95 rad. The relation
gives θ, the corresponding disc displacement in radians. This result can be used to
determine velocity using the following relation.

vdebris =
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d tc
ttc

using,

t tc =

θ
ω

The constants used to compute the values are dtc, distance from copper target to collection
material, 0.336 m, ω, angular velocity of rotating aperture, 1885 rad/s, and θ from the
above calculation. The corresponding velocity for vertical position on collection
material, or equivalently, the corresponding velocity for radial position of debris aperture
is shown in Figure 4.3.

(mm)
Figure 4.3 Corresponding Velocity for Position

The velocity scale in Figure 4.3 does not start at the zero radial position. This was
to account for the 257 µs of the delay between the laser trigger signal generated by the
SYNDERELA and the actual laser pulse. This analysis considered debris accumulation
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prior to plasma generation to be a result of experimental error, and was therefore
neglected in velocity calculations. The post-plasma debris accumulation values at each
height graduation were normalized and then used to weight the corresponding velocity.
This method yielded an average debris velocity of 750 m/s, much lower than the
velocities previously believed. This result is suspect because it is based on an assumption
of errant data.
A third plausible explanation is that there is a basic misunderstanding in the
fundamental behavior of debris. Debris generation was believed to be essentially a quick
burst of high speed particles trailing off to a low speed and dust-like emission. Perhaps at
the repetition rate of the JMAR system debris generation is better approximated as a
constant stream rather than a series of bursts. This would mean that the trend in collected
debris is an indication of the spatial distribution of the debris plume rather than particle
velocity. More debris collected on the lower portion of the sample simply because it lay
in a higher density portion of the debris plume. This result would suggest a potential
debris mitigation technique could be exploiting existing asymmetries in the debris plume.
Unfortunately, this contradicts previous data obtained during a test with the SPARKEL
without the disc spinning. The uniform debris collection shown in Figure 4.4 suggests
that any debris plume is evenly distributed across the entire collection area of the
SYNDERELA. The constant stream hypothesis also conflicts with previous estimates for
debris velocities, which should give defined separation between pulses at the relatively
low pulse rate of the laser, 300 Hz.
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Figure 4.4 Uniform Debris Accumulation from a Static SPARKEL Test

The final explanation is a more evolved version of the steady stream concept,
suggesting that the net debris accumulation is actually a combination of the debris
produced by multiple pulses. This implies that the observed trend is a skewed
representation of the actual data due to the chosen sampling rate, a condition known as
aliasing. The first step in deconstructing the debris accumulation trend was choosing a
model for the distribution of debris particle velocities for one pulse. A Gaussian, or
normal, distribution was assumed for the debris particle velocity spectrum, Figure 4.5.
The probability density function for this model is,

− (v − µ )2

p(v ) =

1
⋅e
σ 2π

2σ 2

Where v is particle velocity, σ is the standard deviation, and µ, is the mean.
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Figure 4.5 Normal Velocity Distribution Model

Using this model to explain the observed data requires a change of variables to
match the format of the actual data. We know that the position of captured particles is
related to the velocity by the expressions

v=

c=

rs

φ

c
r

⋅ ω ⋅ d tc

The particle velocity (v) is the constant (c), with parameters defined previously,
over the radius (r), or height, of particle capture on the collection surface. Using the
variable transformation technique presented in [Meyer, 1970] and starting with the
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assumed velocity distribution, the probability density function of particles collected
versus radius can be determined using the formula,

p ( r ) = p (v )

dv
dr

Where p(v) is defined above, and using the above relation for v and r,

dv
c
=− 2
dr
r
Therefore,
c
2
− − µ 
r


p(r ) =

1
⋅e
σ 2π

2σ 2

⋅−

c
r2

Which can be seen in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Predicted Debris Accumulation Based on Normal Velocity Distribution Model
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The trend seen in Figure 4.2 could be a truncated curve of the same form as
shown in Figure 4.6. This hypothesis was explored using a MATLAB code to construct a
possible time history plasma generation and debris accumulation. Several cycles of
plasma generation and debris collection were plotted to examine the cumulative debris
accumulation. The actual debris accumulation and window of debris collection was
added as an overlay to compare the modeled results with observed data, Figure 4.7.
Window of experimental
debris collection

Modeled
cumulative
debris
accumulation
(green)

Experimental
data

Modeled debris collection per plasma pulse (red)
tpc
Time of plasma generation (vertical lines)

Figure 4.7 Time Series Demonstrating Aliasing

The key model parameters were σ and µ from the debris accumulation distribution
and tpc, the time between plasma generation and the capture of the first debris particles
from that plasma. These were adjusted so that the cumulative debris accumulation over
the SYNDERELA collection interval, indicated by vertical dashed lines in Figure 4.7,
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approximated the observed data. The estimated parameters that produced this model
were then used to determine values for the normal velocity distribution assumed initially.
Using this technique, the average velocity for debris particles was estimated to be 50 m/s,
Figure 4.5, which is as much a two orders of magnitude lower than previously believed.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Debris Characterization

Two generations of debris measurement devices were constructed for this project.
The custom vacuum chamber proved to be reliable and easily removed and disassembled,
crucial for changing the collection material housed within the chamber. The rotor
bearing drive system, borrowed from a high speed shutter prototype, was well balanced
and provided minimal operating drag. The motor proved to be vacuum compatible and
operated at the designed speeds without excessive heat generation. The motor amplifier
provided stable and reliable operation for laser triggering. Both the SPARKEL and
SYNDERELA operated at 300 Hz, which was maintained by the amplifier with a
resolution of 0.33%. A technique of synchronizing the laser trigger signal with disc
orientation was developed for this project. A simple and reliable system using the Hall
effect sensors contained within the motor was used to produce a triggering signal with
minimal phase jitter. A bench top method using an accelerometer and spectrum analyzer
was adequate to rebalance the disc after modifications for the SYNDERELA. The
collection material was analyzed using a consistent and unbiased image sampling
technique developed for this project. Images were evaluated using an image processing
and pattern recognition program developed to quantify the debris accumulation observed
in sample material images.
The original project goal of determining how process parameters affect debris
generation was not met. The results did provide insight into the behavior of copper
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debris in laser-copper-plasma systems and raised questions about some of the previous
assumptions.

5.2 SPARKEL Results

The lack of copper particles on the SPARKEL collection material can provide
some insight into the nature of copper debris. The debris accumulation on the inner
surface of the vacuum chamber indicates that the centrifugal forces felt by an object on
the SPARKEL collection material, 6,200 g’s to 14,500 g’s, were sufficient to keep the
target material clear. This suggested that the vast majority of particles are not
hypersonic, heavy hitting projectiles that penetrate on impact. This new understanding of
debris presented new possibilities in debris mitigation and requires a new strategy for
further debris study. Current debris mitigation methods previously considered to be
supplementary may offer real debris solutions. These include gas jets, electrostatic
deflectors, magnetic fields that confine the plasma, and mechanical means. A new debris
solution could be modeled after the SPARKEL design by using a centrifugally selfcleaning optic. An additional benefit of this technique would be a controlled debris
displacement area. This is a contrast to current debris countermeasures, which were
designed to deflect high velocity particles in localized areas. Future debris mitigation
solutions should contain or capture copper debris to minimize the redistribution of
deflected particles throughout the chamber, offsetting some of the gains of the mitigation
technique. The SPARKEL results showed that further debris study required a new
strategy for particle capture.
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5.3 SYNDERELA Results

The SYNDERELA was developed to improve upon shortcomings identified in the
SPARKEL design. The key feature was a static debris target used to eliminate particle
loss due to centrifugal loading. The SYNDERELA results were insufficient to satisfy the
original goal of evaluating the effect of copper tape thickness on debris generation. The
collected data did provide new insight into the tenuous relationship of process parameters
and plasma generation and on the general behavior of debris.
The unsteady copper target produced by changing the tape roll had a large effect
on the generation of debris. A similar scenario had been observed during previous testing
for x-ray generation, where fluctuation in target tape position was correlated with a drop
in x-ray production. These two observations show the large effect of small changes in the
laser spot size, focal point, and power. It is certain that these process parameters play a
role in the plasma generation process, making it theoretically possible to tune them to
minimize debris and maximize x-ray flux. Achieving this optimum configuration would
require two major efforts. One step toward optimizing the plasma x-ray source would be
modifications giving precise control of tape position and laser power, spot size and focal
point. This could be accomplished with an improved copper target delivery system,
actively focused optics, and a specified routine for laser warm up and operation. After
the variability of these parameters was effectively managed, the second step towards
system optimization would be a thorough investigation to determine the relationship
between copper tape position, laser power, spot size and focal point and x-ray and debris
generation.
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The SYNDERELA results were contrary to the existing notions of copper debris
behavior. Four explanations were offered in the previous chapter for the experimental
results. The most likely explanation is that the observed data was greatly affected by the
sampling rate. The assumed timing of events within the target chamber was incorrect,
and debris from multiple plasmas was being collected simultaneously. This hypothesis
can been seen in previous SPARKEL results where the bulk debris accumulation on the
sample occurred between the laser trigger signal mark and plasma generation, shown in
Figure 5.1. Debris collected in that region of the material was most likely produced by
the plasma from the laser triggering on a prior rotation.

Copper
debris

Light Pulse
Exposure

Expected region
of copper debris
if no aliasing
Direction of
rotation
Figure 5.1 Collection Material and Photochromatic Film Overlay Showing Aliasing
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Figure 5.1 and the SPARKEL results show that debris particles have insufficient
velocities to collect on the target material before next plasma pulse. This indicates that
the average debris particle velocity is 100 m/s or lower. The aliasing model for
SYNDERELA results suggested the average particle velocity could be as low as 50 m/s.
The data are not adequate to estimate an exact value for debris velocities, but can show
that they are much lower than the thousands of meters per second believed previously.
At the repetition rates of the JMAR source debris behavior could be approximated as
relatively steady stream of low speed particles with waves of higher speed debris. This
would indicate that a mechanical shutter has limited effectiveness because particles are
present when the aperture is open. The constant presence of low speed debris particles
may also block x-ray transmission and reduce the overall system efficiency.

5.4 Future Debris Testing

Debris testing is challenging because particles are moving at moderate velocities
but are produced at a comparatively high rate. The centrifugal loss of debris with the
SPARKEL is a good example of the practical challenges associated with debris
characterization. A first step towards future debris testing would be to repeat
SYNDERELA tests with the direction of the rotating aperture reversed so that the target
material is exposed from the top down. If this modified test produced similar results to
those presented in this report, it would suggest that the spatial distribution of the debris
plume is responsible, and that debris behaves as a steady stream. A reversed run could
also serve to provide insight into experimental errors associated with debris sliding down
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and accumulating at the bottom of the target material. Other, more involved, options for
future testing include, modifying the laser to reduce the pulse rate, perhaps as low as 10
Hz. This would lengthen the time between laser pulses, effectively giving debris more
time to get from the copper target to the collection material. The downside would be
significantly longer run times. Another modification could be triggering the laser
multiple times per revolution. The debris from two or three pulses may show an
accumulation trend. The goal would be to collect a time history similar to the model
shown in Figure 4.7.
A second and more fundamental challenge to debris characterization is that the
results are highly dependent on the variability of laser power, spot size, and focal point,
and target position. Valid test results require a repeatable experiment which is far from
guaranteed on the current system. The system variability must be minimized before
extensive testing to optimize it. The debris measurement device should also be improved
to include x-ray detection capability to facilitate the ultimate goal of a system calibrated
to minimize debris and maximize x-ray flux.
This project illustrated the dependence of debris generation on the specifics of the
laser-solid interaction. The SYNDERELA has established a unique capability for
capturing particulate debris but more testing and anti-aliasing measures are needed to
refine the data collection technique. The SYNDERELA hardware combined with the
debris assessment algorithms developed for sample analysis can give an unbiased
appraisal of debris generation totals and velocity distribution. The capability of obtaining
this data is a critical element in the future development of point-source x-ray generation.
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Appendix A Construction Drawings
A.1 Front Plate Assembly
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A.2 Front Aperture Shutter
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A.3 Blank Faceplate Modifications
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A.4 ISO LF 160 to LF 63 Reducer Modifications
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A.5 Motor Mount Modifications
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A.6 Motor Clamp Modifications
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A.7 Motor Mount to Reducer Flange Bracket
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A.8 Base Mount Modifications
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A.9 Base Mount Modifications for SYNDERELA
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A.10 Microscope Slide Clamp for SYNDERELA
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A.11 Microscope Slide Mount for SYNDERELA
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A.12 Disc Modifications for SYNDERELA Rotating Aperture
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Appendix B MATLAB Code
B.1 Curve Generator for SYNDERELA Aperture
% Program designed to generate points to be saved in a text file and
used
% by SolidWorks to plot the increasing radius curve on the debris
shutter
% 8/21/07
% David Hurley
clear all
close all

% generate point using an equation in polar coordinates
endangle = 2*pi - 16*pi/180;
angle = linspace(0,endangle,50);
radius = 17.5 + (25/endangle)*angle;
% save points in a single array, coord column 1 = the angle component
of
% the coordinate and column 2 = the radius
coord(:,1) = angle';
coord(:,2) = radius';
% convert from polar to cartesian coordinates
% coord column 3 = the x component, and column 4 = the y component
[coord(:,3), coord(:,4)] = pol2cart(coord(:,1),coord(:,2));
%Plot circle to represent flat surface of disc
theta = linspace (0,2*pi);
plot(46*cos(theta), 47*sin(theta))
axis equal
hold on
% plot points
plot(coord(:,3), coord(:,4), '*r')
% rearrange into a SolidWorks compatible formate
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sworks(:,1) = coord(:,3);
sworks(:,2) = coord(:,4);
sworks(:,3) = 0; % solidworks requires a z component for this feature
dlmwrite('sworks.txt', sworks, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 3);
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B.2 Debris Assessment Using Edge Detect Object Count Algorithm
%edge detect - object count for microscope slide images
%9/20/07
clc
clear all
close all
s = 1;
sname(1,:) = '.\94t1\';
% create loop to cycle through images
ct = 0; % counter for all images
dc = [];
%reset counters for each sample
c = 0;
imgcoord = [];
for i = 1:6
for j = 1:29
m = -(260+(i-1)*8); %generate image coordinates from loop
counter
n = -(46+(j-1)*8);
imgcoordx = num2str(m);
imgcoordy = num2str(n);
imgcoord = ([sname(s,:),imgcoordx,',',imgcoordy,'.jpg']);

% reads in image
I = imread(imgcoord);
c = c+1; %index for data storage
dc(c,1,s) = m; %save image x coordinate
dc(c,2,s) = n; %save image y coordinate
ct = ct+1; %counter for diagnostics
% truncate image to eliminate JMAR text and magnification
si = size(I);
si(1) = 975; % to truncate scale, magnification, JMAR logo on
image
%
NI = uint8(zeros(si(1),si(2),3)); % initialze variable new
image
for k = 1:si(1)
for l = 1:si(2)
for m = 1:3
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NI(k,l,m) = I(k,l,m);
end
end
end
%
%

figure,subplot(2,2,1), imshow(I)
subplot(2,2,2), imshow(NI)
Iedge = edge(rgb2gray(NI),'sobel');
[labeled,numObjects] = bwlabel(Iedge,4);
dc(c,3,s)= numObjects;
Iedge2 = edge(rgb2gray(NI),'prewitt');
[labeled2,numObjects2] = bwlabel(Iedge2,4);
dc(c,4,s)= numObjects2;

%
%
%

subplot(2,2,3), imshow(Iedge)
subplot(2,2,4), imshow(Iedge2)
end
end
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B.3 Debris Detection Algorithm Evaluation
% Program to test debris measuring algorithm
%select random images from 8 samples and blanks, then display the image
and
%run the debris measuring algorithm. Perform a visual debris
assessment
%then compare results with MATLAB algorithm
% instructions: click run, respond the command window prompt, then
results
% at the end
clc
clear all
close all
%load previously generated data
load('edgedetectobjectcountdata')
dcr = dc;
% generate mean and standard deviation for each sample
% look at pixel counting and obj count 13 original
% columns 5 and 8
avg = [];
stddev = [];
avg(1) = mean(mean(dcr(:,3,:)));
stddev(1) = mean(std(dcr(:,3,:)));
avg(2) = mean(mean(dcr(:,4,:)));
stddev(2) = mean(std(dcr(:,4,:)));
% now separate samples with above average counts
c = 0;
coord = []; % blank array to store high debris locations
%run through data to store image coordinates where debris count in 1
std
%dev above the average
for i = 1:14
c = 1;
c1 = 1;
c2 = 1;
for j = 1:152
if dcr(j,3,i) > (avg(1)+ 2*stddev(1))
coord(c,1,i) = dcr(j,1,i);
coord(c,2,i) = dcr(j,2,i);
c = c+1;
end
if dcr(j,4,i) > (avg(2)+ 2*stddev(2))
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coord(c1,3,i) = dcr(j,1,i);
coord(c1,4,i) = dcr(j,2,i);
c1= c1+1;
end
if (dcr(j,3,i) > (avg(1)+ 2*stddev(1))) && (dcr(j,4,i) >
(avg(2)+ 2*stddev(2)))
coord(c2,5,i) = dcr(j,1,i);
coord(c2,6,i) = dcr(j,2,i);
c2= c2+1;
end
end
end
%write algorithm to step through images of interest
imgcoordx = [];
imgcoordy = [];
imgcoord = [];
pause on
sname(1,:) = '.\612t1r\'; sname(2,:) = '.\529t2r\';
sname(3,:) = '.\612t2r\'; sname(4,:) = '.\612t3r\';
sname(5,:) = '.\612t4r\'; sname(6,:) = '.\622t1r\';
sname(7,:) = '.\622t2r\'; sname(8,:) = '.\622t3r\';
sname(9,:) = '.\622t4r\'; sname(10,:) = '.\blank1\';
sname(11,:) = '.\blank2\'; sname(12,:) = '.\blank3\';
sname(13,:) = '.\blank4\'; sname(14,:) = '.\4301hj\';
%generate random image sequence
result = []; % blank array to store image, algorithm infor and user
input
n = 100;
randsam = ceil(13.*rand(n,1));
randx = 5*ceil(13.*rand(n,1))-35;
randy = 5*ceil(13.*rand(n,1))-35;
y = 0;
no = 0;
for r = 1:n
% check to see that image is
%not on vertical axis or in corners,
if (randx(r) ~= 0) && (abs(randx(r))+abs(randy(r)) ~= 60)
result(r,1) = randsam(r);
result(r,2) = randx(r);
result(r,3) = randy(r);
coordxr = num2str(randx(r));
coordyr = num2str(randy(r));
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imgcoord = ([sname(randsam(r),:),coordxr,',',coordyr,'.jpg']);
figure, imshow(imgcoord);
reply = input('Is debris present? y/n:', 's');
if isempty(reply)
result(r,4) = 0; % 0 = no
elseif reply == 'y'
result(r,4) = 1; % 1 = yes
elseif reply == 'n'
result(r,4) = 0; % 0 = no
end
close all
% find debris counting algorithm values
for f = 1:152
if dcr(f,1,randsam(r)) == randx(r) && dcr(f,2,randsam(r))
== randy(r)
result(r,5) = dcr(f,4,randsam(r));
if result(r,5) > (avg(2)+ 1.9*stddev(2))
result(r,6) = 1;
else
result(r,6) = 0;
end
end
end
end
end
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B.4 Debris Plotter and Velocity Calculator
% program to plot areas of debris accumulation and determine the
% corresponding debris velocity

clc
clear all
close all
%load previously generated data
load('94t1_debris_count')
dcr(:,:) = dc(:,:);
%average all x coordinate values for a given y value
% rearrange data according to coordinate loop through samples
mdc = [];
for m = 1:2; % 1 denotes sobel, 2 denotes prewitt
mdc(1,1,m) = m; % denotes edge detect method:
for k = 1:29
mdc(k+1,1,m) = 0.8*(k-1);
end
for l = 1:6
mdc(1,l+1,m) = 4-0.8*(l-1);
end
for i = 1:6
for j = 1:29
mdc(j+1,i+1,m) = dcr((i-1)*29+j,2+m);
end
end
end
% determine mean and standard deviation for x values for a given y
value
for n = 1:2
for o = 1:29
mdc(o+1,8,n) = mean(mdc(o+1,(2:7),n));
mdc(o+1,10,n) = std(mdc(o+1,(2:7),n));
end
% normalize results
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mdc(:,9,n) = mdc(:,8,n)./ max(mdc(:,8,n));
mdc(:,11,n) = mdc(:,10,n)./max(mdc(:,10,n));
end
%generate overall mean and standard deviation
for p = 1:2
mdc(1,8,p) = mean(mdc(:,8,p));
mdc(1,9,p) = std(mdc(:,9,p));
end
% calculate velocities per y coordinate
for r = 2:30
at(r,1) = (mdc(r,1,1)-3.743)/(22.4/(340.75*(pi/180))); % calculate
angle rotated based on radius, where 3.743 is the radial location of
the photochromatic film
at(r,2) = at(r,1)/(300*2*pi);
% determine time taken to
rotate to that angle
vel(r,1) = 0.336/at(r,2);
% determine
corresponding velocity
vel(r,2) = mdc(r,1,1);
vel(r,3) = mdc(r,8,1)
vel (r,4) = mdc(r,9,1)
end

%
% % plot angle, time, corresponding velocity
%
figure();
%
subplot(3,1,1)
%
plot(mdc(4:30,1,n),at(4:30,1));
%
subplot(3,1,2)
%
plot(mdc(4:30,1,n),at(4:30,2));
%
subplot(3,1,3)
%
plot(mdc(4:30,1,n),vel(4:30,1));
%

% determine weighted average velocity
vel(1,2) = mean(vel(7:30,1).*mdc(7:30,9,1));
vel(1,3) = mean(vel(7:30,1).*mdc(7:30,9,2));

% plot debris vs. position, std dev vs. position, velocity vs. position
n = 2
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%
%
%
%
%

figure();
plot(mdc(2:30,1,n),mdc(2:30,8,n));
xlabel('Radial Poisition on Witness Material','FontSize',18)
ylabel('Mean Value for Debris Detection', 'FontSize',18)
figure();
plot(mdc(2:30,1,n),mdc(2:30,10,n));
xlabel('Radial Poisition on Witness Material','FontSize',18)
ylabel('Standard Deviation for Debris Detection', 'FontSize',18)
figure();
figure();
plot(mdc(7:30,1,n),vel(7:30,1));
xlabel('Radial Poisition on Witness Material','FontSize',18)
ylabel('Corresponding Velocity (m/s)', 'FontSize',18)
figure();
semilogx(vel(7:30,1),mdc(7:30,8,n));
xlabel('Velocity (m/s)', 'FontSize',18)
ylabel('Particle Count','FontSize',18)
hold on
plot(vel(1,2),linspace(0:10000)); % plot line where mean occurs

% figure();
%
hist(mdc(4:30,8,n));
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B.5 Aliasing Model
%
%
%
%

aliasing model
program to investigate possible aliasing scenarios
David Hurley
10/2/07

clear all
close all
clc
% import experiemental data
load('position_and_debris_Counts')
% plot normalized original data
% generate normalized sampling rate data
sratex = vel(2:30,2);
sratey = vel(2:30,3);

%/max(vel(2:30,2));
%/(max(vel(2:30,3)))/5;

figure();
plot(sratex,sratey);
hold on;
% model timeline of plasma and debris generation events
n = 1000; % numbre of data points
% time values for model
mx = linspace(0,112,n);
% model plasma generationas an impulse
py = zeros(1,n);

py(32:33) =
py(232:233)
py(432:433)
py(632:633)
py(832:833)

10000;
= 10000;
= 10000;
= 10000;
= 10000;

plot(mx,py);
hold on;
%generate debris distribution model using assuming damped response to
%impulse input
% declare parameters
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A = 0; % phase shift
B =240; % height of response
C = 0.012; % 1/speed of decay
% sf = 25000; % scale factor
ps = 185; % phase shift
% general y values for debris distribution
l = 1;
for j = ps:n
x=j+1-ps;
mdy(j,l) = (A+B*x)*exp(-C*x);
end
plot(mx,mdy, '-r')
hold on;
for l = 2:5
i = (l-1)*200;
for k = (i+ps):n
x = k+1-ps-i ;
mdy(k,l) = (A+B*x)*exp(-C*x);
end
plot(mx,mdy(:,l), '-r')
hold on;
end
% plot cumulative values for debris distribution
for r = 1:1000
mdcy(r) = sum(mdy(r,:));
end
plot(mx,mdcy, '-g')

% calculate corresponding velocities

for i = 1:1000
ang = (mx(i)-3.743)/(22.4/(340.75*(pi/180))); % calculate angle
rotated based on radius, where 3.743 is the radial location of the
photochromatic film
ti = ang/(300*2*pi);
% determine time taken to rotate to
that angle
v(i) = 0.336/ti;
vp(i) = mdy(i,1)/max(mdy(:,1))*v(i);
end
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figure
plot(mx,vp);
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Appendix C MathCAD Worksheets
C.1 Blackbody Radiation
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C.2 Normal Distribution, Determination of Constants, and Variable Transformation
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Appendix D List of Abbreviations
PXL – Proximity X-ray Lithography
SEM – Scanning Electron Microscope
EDP – Electrostatic Debris Precipitator
LPP – Laser Produced Plasma
DMD – Debris Measurement Device
Nd-YAG – neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet
HSS – High Speed Shutter
SPARKEL – Synchronized Particle Kinematic Evaluator
MO – Master Oscillator
SYNDERELA – Synchronized-Debris-Exposure Revolving-Aperture
IPT – MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox
GLCM – Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix
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